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The 37th JAIF Annual Conferellce

Main theme: Nuclear Energy for Tomorrow‑‑What Are Our Tasks?
Japan Atomic Industrial Forum (JAIF) is pleased to announce the 37th JAIF
Annual Conference to be held in Tokyo between April 21 and 23, 2004.

Last October, the Japanese government issued the country's first "Basic Program
for Energy Supply and Demand." Nuclear power is highly expected to continue playing a
major role as a key energy source in the program. However, the Japanese nuclear industry
is facing various problems, such as the recovery of public trust in nuclear power sector,
responses to liberalization of the electricity rr}arket, and establishment of the nuclear fuel

cycle. The new Atomic Energy Commission started early this year, emphasizes the
importance of clarification of basic principles for selection that meets public satisfaction

with the nuclear energy policy, while the Japanese nuclear sectors are striving to find
ways to achieve revitalization of the nuclear industry.

To take a global look, the major power failures that successively occurred in the
United States, Italy, and other countries last summer highlighted again the importance of a
stable supply of electricity and in this context the role of Ruclear power. In the meantime,

there are positive movemeRts in the nuclear industry, such as an EPR construction plan in

FinlaRd and the "VISION2020" plan advocated by U.S. nuclear industries, which will
promote new nuclear reactor construction. Maintaining knowledge and expertise to
continue nuclear energy use is of great value shared by most nations with nuclear power

programs.
It is with these backgrounds that we hold this year's Annual Conference, thinking
about "nuclear energy for tomorrow." Aimed at seeking guidelines for the world nuclear
industry to promote nuclear energy, the JAIF Annual Conference, with a target audieRce

of 1,300 both from Japan and overseas, provides a platform to discuss crucial timely
issues over a wide range froii} the development and utilizatioR of nuclear energy to
nuclear nonrtproliferation and global environment. The Conference also serves as a forum
opeR to the public to have dialogues aRd enhance public awareness ofthese issues.
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Chairpersoit: Fumio Kawaguchi, President, Chubu Electric Power Co., Japan
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o Jun‑ichiNishizawa,Chairman,JapanAtomicIRdustrialForum(JAIF),Japan
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Development in China"
Kang Rixin, President, China National Nuclear Corporation (CNNC), China
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Regulatoyy Program for the 21st Century)"
Nils J. Diaz, Chairman, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), USA
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‑ "A Path to Safe and Contributive Nuclear Power for the Society"

Masao Takuma, Senior Managing Director, Japan Atomic Industrial Forum, (JAIF),
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"Establish a Desirable and Appropriate System for Safety Assurance and Improved
Performance"
Panelists:

cr HiroshiIida,AdvisoryEditor,TheSankeiShimbun,Japan
‑ Akira Kawahara, Corporate Officer, Senior Chief Engineer, Managing Director,
Hi￡achi Ltd., Japan

E TetsujiKishida,ExecutiveVicePresident,KallsaiElectricPowerCo.,Inc.,Japan
B YoshihikoSasaki, Director‑General,NuclearandIndustrialSafetyAgency,Ministry
of Economy, Trade and Industry, Japan

B Yoshikazu Sasaoka, President, Federation of Electric Power Related Industry
Workers' Unions of Japan
] Charles Dugger, Vice President, Nuclear Operations, Nuclear Energy Institnte (NEI),

USA
m NilsJ.Diaz,Chairman,U.S.NuclearRegulatoryCommission(NRC),USA
o KenzoMiya,ProfessorofGraduateSchool,KeioUniversity,Japan
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Moderator:
Jun‑chi Nishizawa, Chairman, Japan Atomic Industrial Forum (JAIF), Japan
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Shunsuke Kondo, Chairman, Atomic Energy Commission of Japan

<Reinark>
Masaki Takahashi, Vice Govemor, Niigata Prefecture

<Speciag Speech>
"Edo Culture and the Citizen's Wits"

Makoto Takeuchi, Director, Edo‑Tokyo Museum
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Chairperson:
Yasuhiko Fujii, Professor, Research Laboratory for Nuclear Reactors, Tokyo Institute of

Technology, Japan

<Keypmote Speech>
u "Perspectives on the Futare ofNuclear Education and Research in the United States

eo

Larry R. Foulke, President, American Nuclear Society (ANS), USA

B "ImportanceofEthicalEducationforEngineersandtheirResponsibilities"
Kazuko Miyamoto, Director, Consumer Research Institute, Nippon Association of
Consumer Specialists, Japan
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Paitelists:

g

Masayuki Igashira, Associate Professor, Research Laboratory for Nuclear Reactors,
Tokyo Institute of Technology, Japan

m

Mitsuru Uesaka, Professor of Graduate School, The University of Tokyo, Japan

u

Toshiro Kitamura, Senior General Manager, The Japan Atomic Power Company, JapaR

B

Kazuhiko Kudo, Professor of Graduate School, Faculty of Engineering, Kyushu
University, Japan

ll

a
ll

Shunichi Tamaka, Vice President, JapaR Atomic Energy Research Institu{e, Japan

Tatsuya M"rakami, Mayor of Tokai village, Japan

Itaru Watanabe, Director of Atomic Energy Division, Research and Development
Bureau, Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology (MEXT),
Japan
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o Jean‑Jacques Gautrot, Senior Vice President, International & Marketing, AREVA,
France
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m Takao Shiokoshi, ManagiRg Director and Editor in Chief, The To‑o Nippo Press,
Japan

m KenjiYamajj,ProfessorofGradgateSchool,TheUniversityofTokyo,Japan
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CoerdiitaSer:
Yojiro Ikawa, Editorial Writer, The Yomigri Shimbun, Japall

Commentator:
Yohji Uchiyama, Professor, University of Tsukuba; Member of Forum Energy Think
Together (ETT), Japan
PaRelists:

o ChiakiAono,SteeringCommitteeMember,InnovationofJapan
‑ EtsukoAkiba,President,ASCAEnergyForum,Japan
m AkifumiUeda,Representative,Citizen'sScienceInitiativeJapan
D MikaObayashi,Director,IRstituteforSustainableEnergyPolicies,Japan

m HiroakiKashiwaya,Representative,EnvironmentalGuardianofGAIA,Japan
m Koji' Sakamoto, Director, Social and Industrial Policy Dept., Federation of Electric
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"Civil Society aptd Nuclear Eitergy"
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Administration,
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m Yoko Beppu, Professor, School of Human Science and EnviroRment, University of
Hyogo, Japan

m Others
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Japan's energy policy stands at a turning point. In 2002 the Basic Law on
Energy Po}icy Making was enacted, being followed in 2003 by the Basic Plan for
Energy Supply and Demand. Its three fundamentals are: (1) Energy Security and
Stable Supply; (2) Compatibility with Environment; and (3) Cost Competitiveness.
Needless to say, securing safety of the energy systems is the absolute prerequisite in
every aspect.

The Basic Plan for Energy Supply and Demand prescribes nuc}ear power as the
basic power source to promote in the years ahead. But a lot of issues of concern also

exist. None of key essential elements to close the nuclear fuel cycle, another
important policy to promote as designated in the Policy Plan, has been realized as
planned: reprocessing of spent fuels, fast breeder reactors, MOX fuel fabrication for
plutenium utilization in thermal reactors, and fina} disposals of high level radioactive

wastes. Furthermore, spent fuels discharged from and stored at the nuclear power
plants are approaching their storage capacities at each site. No clear mechanisms are
established yet who bear the back‑end processing cest and how.

In view of slowed‑down population growth and eventual decrease foreseen,
quite a number of people share the view that the electricity demand in Japan will
experience ahead a low growth rate. Nuelear poweT in Japan, already accounting for
one"third of the domestic electricity production, will have to resign economically to
the limited potential of penetration in the Japan's electricity market, which has a
relatively low level base load over a year.

Under such circumstances we should not restrain ouyselves to the particulars
in the past when de}iberating the future nuclear energy plan. We have to pursue as
rational as possible logistics, socio'economically and technologically, how to proceed

with nuclear power from comprehensive and long‑term standpoiRts. World trend of
nuclear power is an important input for this approach. Such awareness has led the
37th Annual Conference of the Japan Atomic Industria} Foyum to a structure for
providing an intensive forum to exchange in'depth discussions on the issues and
withdraw any constructive notions for the future. We are very looking forward to
hearing from you active and stimulating discussions.

［MEMO］

Wednesday, Apri] 2g
Special Presentations

10:45‑12:30
Chairperson
Tadashi Okamura, President & CEO, Toshiba Corporation, Japan

￠gififewt Sgatws gf gke Nee￡gear PggEcy fiee gragece
Agaiit Bggat

ChaiymriaR and Chief Executive Officer
Atomic Eitergy CorrifiimissioR (CEA), esraitce

The topic chosen for this 37th edition ofJaif: "Nuclear Energy for Tomorrow: What
are our Tasks?" is raore than ever at the heart of today's concerns both in France and
abroad. The future of electronuclear energy is consequently at the heart of our global
concern.
[Eke itaSieitaR eitergy debate iR esraptee

This debate vvas launched in the first half of last year under the aegis of the French

Ministry for Industry. At the conclusion of this debate, the government drafted a

framework law on energy to be presented to the Council of Ministers and then to
Parliament for a vote in 2004.

The major orientations of this draft law bear chiefly on the need to reconcile two
requirements: the energy supply, and consequeRtly energy independence of our country,
and the respect for the environment iR a sustainable development perspective.

With 58 reactors in operation, the French nuclear facilities provide over 75% of the
nation's electric energy needs in conditions of safety and for a kwh price that are among
the best in Europe.

In the near future, the share of electricity produced from nuclear energy will
undoubtedly diminish in France in order to create a better balance among the various
sources of energy, but it will remain the dominant production mode.

Tke CEA, a key player ipt Eeerogeeait researck

The CEA is a major player in research, development and inRovation.

In the field of energy, the CEA is seeking to improve the competitiveness and the
safety of energy prod"ction means that do not prod#ce greenhouse gases, while reducing
their impact on the environment.

I wish to particularly elaborate on two points that are fundamental for the future of

nuclear energy production: research on radioactive wastes and research on the nuclear
power generators ofthe future.

Concerning radioac￡ive wastes, we may note the very satisfactory results ofresearch
into the reductioA of both the quantity and the toxicity of wastes and the also the
long‑term conditioning and storage ofthose wastes.

In 2006, in respect with the law, the French government and ParliameRt will decide
on a set of solutions that will allow open and fiexible strategies for the management of
radioactive wastes.

Conceriting the fwt"re of it"eXear energy
The EPR reactor, developed by the Areva group, will be able, in 201512020, to meet
the need for renewing the first set of nuclear facilities built in the last Seventies. After

the Finish decisioR in December 2003 to buy an EPR, a first of the kind EPR in France is
to be decided soon, as it was very recently confirmed by our Prime Minister.

The next forty years should therefore see the coexistence of Generations II and III
as a natural transitioR to Generation IV reactors (with an optimisation of the reactor and
the fuel cycle), of which the first models should appear around 2030.

It is chiefly in the framework of the Generation IV International Forum that the
CEA has offered to develop its research efforts towards future reactors.

'
gR coitctwsion, the conditions are now set for the revitalisation of the global nuclear
market. For its part, the nuclear industry is mature and can rely on a considerable return
of experieRce, 3rd generation reactors are already available and the 4"h generation will
receive its credibility thanks to an internationally shared R&D vision.

?gsgtiege efNag￡gear Pewer in Ckfieea's Eitergy Straeegy apmd Sgatws ef

Nagcaear Pgwer DeveaepExaewt iit Ckina

KaRg Rixin
Presideitt, Chiita NatioitaX N"eXear Corporatioit (CNNC), Chipta

The China National Nuclear Corporation (CNNC) is the rnajor developer of
technologies in the course of nuclear power development, and also the major inveseor
of all nuclear power plants in operation and under construction in China.

The Chinese government explicitly makes clear the energy strategy in the "Specific
Planning foy Highlights of Energy Develeprr}ent during the Tenth Five‑Year Plan" as
to "safeguard the energy safety, streamline the energy mix, raise the energy efficiency,

protect the ecological enviroRment, continue and expand the open'up policy and
quicken the pace of development in the western region". And the principle for
development of power industry is also established as to "actively develop hydropower,

optimize therma} power structure, moderately develop nuclear power, and develop
new energy adapting to local eonditions."

The principle of ehe Chinese government to "moderaeely develop nuclear
powei' and the objective of nuclear power ceRstruction to "commence a localized
backstop nuclear power project as appropriate" during the Tenth Five"Year Plan
affirm the position and significance of nuclear power in the energy development in
China. Nuclear power is positioRed to an experimental and compensating source in
the energy mix of China.

The planning for nuclear power development in China is preliminarily envisaged to
reach 36‑40 GW of installed capacity by 2020, accounting for 496 of the total power
installed capacity.

Nuelear power will play a more important role in promoting a diversified
energy mix, upgrading ehe energy safety, and improving the energy mix in China.

For the moment, there are 6 NPPs with a total of 11 Ruc}ear units in operation or

under construetion, among which 8 were put into commercial operation and the
remaining 3 under construction. They are expected to put into commercial operatioR
prior to the end of 2005, and till then the nuclear installed capacity will be totaled up

to 8.7 GW.

Now China has in possession of a system for self‑construction of small and

medium‑size PWR NPPs involving the R&D, design, equipment manufacturing,
construction and installation, commissioRing and operation. Three major
inter‑supporting power equipment manufacturing bases are formed in the Northeast,

Southwest of China and Shanghai. China has had the preliminary basis for
self‑design and equipment localization of large 1000 MW'class PWR nuclear power
plants.

A "ehree'step" principle is adopted by the Chinese government for the
application and development of nuclear energy, i.e. thermal neutron reactor, fast
breeder reactor and controlled thermal nuclear fusion reactor.

China adopts a phase‑in strategy for nuclear power development. For the
moment, we mainly focus on the construction of technically proven and safe PWR
units following the principle of "mainly relying on our own while pursuing
Sino‑foreign cooperation", meanwhile we carry out the R&D on advanced PWRs and
HTGRs, and develop advanced technologies with independent intellectual property;
advanced PWR units with independent intellectual property will be constructed in
large quantity after 2010; the type of nuclear units to be eonstructed after 2020 will

be more advanced, with safety and economics further improved.
At present, competent authorities of the Chinese government are taking active

steps to map out and implement the planning of nuclear power development, with an
aim to bring its development into Iine. In the principle of "mainly relying on our own

while pursuing Sino‑foreign cooperation, and introducing technologies while
promoting localization", China's nuclear power construction will be steadily surging
forward towards self"reliance and standardization.

Stat"s aitd es"twre OwtReok ffer
Regeeaagiek ef Ngcgear Pewer Plapts fiit tke EJS
(a Regsullatgry PregraEgR ffer glae 2gst Centgry)
Nils J. Diaz
Chairman, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commissioit (NRC), YSA
The regulation of nuclear power plants in the US has an established and functional
foundation, yet it is in a transitional phase. Building on the traditions, approaches and

decisions of the past, we are developing, testiRg and using our most moderR safety
methods and technologies, including risk･‑informed alld performance‑based regulation
based on realistic conservatism, to prepare a regulatory program for the 21st century.
The existing regulatory fabric, woven piece‑by‑piece, and stitched together during the
1960's, 70's, 80's and 90's, has served us well; but that patch‑work is not a suitable basis

for future regulation and definitely Rot for a new generation of nuclear power plants. We
Reed, and we will construct, a regulatory program that is suitable for and in‑phase with
the technological developments ofthe 21st century.

The NRC is continuing our strong oversight of 104 operating reactors and our
review of applications for }icense reRewal, power up‑rate, and other licensing changes.

Furthermore, standard desigR certification work is ongoing and we have begun our
oversight of new areas, including Early Site Permits and Combined Operating Licenses.

New reactor design and pre‑‑application work is also being conducted. The new
regulatory fabric is being woven, iB a systematic, disciplined and open manner.
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, PreservationofthenaturaleBvironment,peaceandstabilityinsociety,foodand
water resources, a stable supply of energy, science and technology to provide convenience
and well‑being ‑ each of these is an element in allowing people to eajoy culturally active

lives. And because those elements are interconnected, it is important to look at
associated problems from multiple viewpoints ‑ to understand each in the context of its
relationship to the others ‑ and to seek appropriate solutions.

In this session, a keynote speaker will offer an outlook for the economy and
sustainable development in industry, and consider what human life and society should be
like in the future. In a panel discussion, learned people from various fields will explore
visions of that future, from their distinct professional perspectives, but in terms of certain

essentialconditions‑requirements ‑includingthatweachieveandcontinuesustainable
development. This session is to serve as an opportunity to ask nuclear sectors, and
public as well, to think about these issues.

eser geagkRdigpmg SeesgafiitabEe SecEetE￡s

Masaharng Shibata
Vice Chairmi}an, Nippon KeidaRreit;
CkaErmast & CE()}, NGK gitsgRators, Ltd., Japait
Republie of China is the international economic growth dyiver with its aRnual G])P

growth rate of 8% owing to the introduction of free market economy and foreign
investments. Every session of Chinese participation at this year's economic foyum in

Davos, Switzerland, was fully packed. On the other hand, some people share a
concern over possible inflation originating from China, as seen in Japan, because of
tightened supply of raw materia}s in the international market like steels, copper or
pulp due to strong Chinese demands. Water consumption is also incxeasing, leading to

anxiety about water scarcity. China has set a goal of quadrupling its GDP in 2020
over 2000. When Japan experienced this high economic growth of two digits, it was
the time when the nation's population was in the order of IOO million. The rapid
economic growth of China with the popt21ation of 1.3 billion cannot avoid big impacts
on the world economy and the global environment. It is not solely the issue ef China,
but the global issue how to secure sustainable development of world economy, while
protecting the environment.

Globalization has also caused vaxious disparities among nations, which are
expanding. In Africa 300 million people had to live with daily expenses of less than 1

US$ in 1999. In 2il5 the numbey is foreseen to reach 350 mi}lion. A differential is

also expanding between the people who can access the Intemet sgrvice and who can
not. Un}ess this trend is mitigated, the world may be led to instability.

Mass production, mass consumption and mass disposa}s in the 20th Century caused
vayious large‑scale problems such as environmental pol}ution, increased amounts of
wastes or global warming. The 21st Century is a century of environment for urgently

tackling these problems. Japan has succeeded in developing energy'saving aRd
material‑saving technologies. By further developing and applying the technology of
recycling in various sectors, Japan should hurry to bui}d up a "recycling" community
and contribute to the preservation ef the global environment using these advanced

technologies. The Nippon Keidanren declares this approach as the "nation of
environment" strategy in its renewed vi$ioR.
It is a vital challenge at the outset of the 21st Century to narrow various disparities,

while preserving an acceptable global environment. IR Japan we traditional}y respect

the feeling of "frugality". This notion will help our nation's mission building a
sustainable recycling community.

Hideki Kato
Presidewt Japan gnitiative
Professor, Keio University, Japan
1

It must be said that science, technology and mineral resource eRergies have enabled

us to enjoy the prosperity of modern civilization. However, negative effects have
become outstanding within from global environmental issues to habits in our daily lives.

It is our long4term goal how to deal with these issues in both energy supply and
consumption sides.
2.

At the same time, individual lifestyles, sta{e administration and international
relations that we are facing every day cannot be premised on the utopianism. It is the
daily affairs of all social players (iRdividuals, enterprises, State, etc.) to maintain a

stable lifestyle, strengthen corporate competitiveness and eRsure food and energy. In
addition, states of differeRt level of economical prosperity achievement have to compete
and cooperate with each other at the same time.
3

How can we solve these contradictory issues mentioned above? In addition, how can
we set the national strategy and policy objectives? A frank and serious discussion is
needed and the political initiative must be tested as well.

I would like to think about these issues by gsing as keywords such as "concentration

and decentralization," "global and local," "public and private," "the State and
enterprises."

Motoyuki Suz"ki
Professor, The ]ILJitiversity of the Air, Japait

Special Programme Advisor for Environxnent aRd Sustaistabie Development
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IMIasae Nakam"ra
Seience Jo"rRagist, 3apaR
The problem of predicting future
1. Global warining increases un"sual weather, natural disaster, water famine.

2. Environmentally adapted energy system: renewable energy, nuclear energy, fuel
battery car.

3. Utilize unused brain channel: sense of acoustic, sight, taste and smell.

Xow ee Sec$re SaseaiitabEe DeveRepixkeRt aggeder tke imerod"￡eigit ef
Ceggkpegitieit?
]MIasayaki Yajima
SeRior Associate Vice President
CeRtral Researck Eitstit"te of Electric Power gndustry, 3ageait

The main objective of energy policy in the 1970s and the first half of the 1980s

was securing energy security. But from the latter half of the 1980s, energy‑related
environmental problems (the impact of the llse of energy on the environment) began to
play an important role. At the' same time, energy policy attached importance to efficiency,

e.g., liberalization of energy markets. Nowadays, as energy policy has m:ltiple purposes,

the harmonization of liberalization, energy security, and environmental policies is
required.

However, in the process of world‑wide deregulation and amid growing concerns
about global climate change problems, priority has been given to liberalization policy and

environmental policy. Emphasis was not placed on energy security in the last quarter of
the 20th ceRtury. Also, the harmonization of liberalization policy and environmental policy
has not been considered much. However, with the advent of the 21St century, discordance

of various policies brough{ about serious problems. From the middle of 2001 to the
beginning of 2002, "California Crises" broke out in which wholesale prices skyrocketed,
severe blackouts occurred, and Pacific Gas and Electric went bankrupt. In California, due
to stringent eRvironmental regulations, the construction of power plants was very difficult,

which is said to have contributed to the crises. IR cases where enough power plants and
transmission capacity do not exist, security and efficiency will not be attained as a result

of competition. California had to pay for not having taken into account the harmonization

of environmental policy and energy security policy. Also, in some European countries,

heavy involvement in environmental policy caused price increases that cancelled the
cost‑down effect of liberalization. In these countries, cost and benefit of promotion of
renewables will have to be strictly weighed in future.

OR the other hand, liberalization policy has influenced energy security. In Europe

and the US, the "dash for gas" phenomenon is emerging, causing gas supply security
problems. In the summer of 2003, serious blackouts occurred iR the northeast of the US

and many countries in Europe. These occurrences led policymakers to recognize the
importance of energy security. In the US, it is pointed out that the blackouts were partly
due to the fact that not enough transmission facilities were built and existing facilities

were not maintained sufficiently due to the progress of liberalization in the electricity
markets. Further, in a competitive environment, it will be difficult to build large‑scale

power plants like nuclear power stations due to an increase in financial risks. Therefore,

in countries like Japan where nuclear power development is recognized as the only
large‑‑scale economic solution to reduce CO2 emissions and to increase security of
supply, liberalization poses a serious problem from the viewpoints of environmental
policy as well as energy security policy.

As in the context of nllclear energy and its role in solving environmental and
security problems, it is argued that the presence of market failures requires a higher share

of nuclear investrnent than at present. The principal market failures derive from the
inability of markets to take account of the external effects of fossil fuel combustion and

instability of fuel supply. This means that larger investments than in more competitive

markets should be encouraged by means of subsidies, taxes on substitutes or direct
control.
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It has been half a century since the road was opened to the peaceful uses of
nuclear power, and social econornies around the world have enjoyed the fruits. Human
wisdom can be expec￡ed to expand the peaceful applications stil} further, benefiting
peoples, their economies and the environment even more.
In Japan, however, recent problems, mishaps and accidents have eroded the trust
of the people, causing de}ays in the implementation of various nuclear programs. Together

with the on‑going liberalization of power markets, the environment surrounding nuclear

energy is becoming increasingly severe. People involved in nuclear development are
required to essentially start from scratch, tackling basic problems one after another by
cooperating with each other, in terms of the initial, fundamen￡al role nuclear power was
intended to play.

In this session, the Japan Atomic Industrial Forum will report on its studies for a

long‑term vision of nuclear development, and identify issues for the next ten years. In

the light of that presentation, and with an eye toward an appropriate mechanism for
ensuring safety ‑ the immediate problem for the nuclear industry ‑ a panel discussion will
then consider private‑sector's self ‑imposed measures for safety assurance, and the nature

and conteRt of necessary regulations. The example of the United States, where the
public and private sectors worked together to build a reasonable, scientifically based
regulation system, will be referred to. Efforts to win public trust will also be discussed.

A Patk ge Safe tseed ￠gwtrfibptive N"cRear Pewew fer tke SgcEeey
IVEasae Takuma
Senior MaRaging Director
Japait Atomic gndustrial asorum (JAmp), japaR
"Atoms for Peace" is now 50 years old since US President Eisenhower addressed
it in 1953 at the 8th General Assembly ofthe United Nations. Japan's first LWR started its

commercial operation in 1970, more than 30 years ago. Nuclear power has grown to a
kind of "National Goods," providing more than 30% of domestic electricity production by
fifty‑two units with the total capacity of 46GW.

In the early years of deployment in 1970s capacity factors of LWR plants remained

low. But they elevated to exceed 80% in 1995 owing to natioRwide efforts
(industries‑‑government‑academics) for overcoming technical troubles aRd for
improvement and standardization. In the face of deregulation, further irnprovement of
economics is now needed, with first priority to safety. To the contrary, improvemefit of
capacity factors remains stagnant and they are far behiRd those in the US aRd the Republic

of Korea. What is needed now is to develop rationalized and efficient regulations with

proper self‑imposed safety maRagement behind.
Over the past decade people's reliability oR nuclear power was greatly lost due to

repeated accidents and scandals. The delayed iRtroduction of "Standards of
Fitness‑for‑service of Nuclear Power Plants" was one of causes of the TEPCO case. But
the essentials behind are problems of the safety culture, legal compliance and governance
of expert groups in the relationship between technologies and society. Repeated accidents

and scandals have delayed or suspeRded implementation of important nuclear policies.
Really the past decade is the "Lost 10 years."

When we face up to the reality of growing economies in developing countries and

eRormous expansioR of world energy consumption foreseen, particularly in the Asian
region, industrialized countries are obligated to lower their dependence on conventional

fossil fuels and consequeRtly stabilize long･‑term energy supply by extensive use of
non‑fossil fuel resources and reduce greefihouse gas emissions. Full utilization of uranium

resources should be also an option using fast breeder reactor deployment. Peaceful
utilization of nuclear energy is indispensable for the sustainable development of human

societies. Sound maintenance and development of ngclear power are Rot necessarily
rejected by the society in Japan.

In view of this importance of Ruclear power, the Japan Atomic Industrial Forum,

Inc. has examiRed at its "Nuclear Reactor Development and Utilization Committee"
current issues to overcome for maintaining nuclear power as an irreplaceable option for

our society. Twenty action items have been identified as its recommendations, "What

should be done in the upcoming 10 years", in the form of the industrial sector's own
commitments and requests to the government. It aims to clarify the codes of conduct for

atomic industries, to show them to the society and share the issues to solve in
collaboration with a wide spectrum of stakeholders.
Prime responsibilities for nuclear safety ･rest with the nuclear business firms. It is

their top managers' obligations to implement thorough security measures under own
errorless governance. Examples are to have safety cultgre take root throughout the
organization from top to bottom, and to execute all possible actions for security including

quality assurance and quality con{rol. In order to make such self‑imposed security

programs more effective scientifically and rationally, necessary is to integrate
industry‑wide efforts in collaboration with academics, and to reform, in line with them,
their consciousness, organizational systems and strgctures. Thus, nuclear industries and
academies must contrib"te to the scientific and rational safety regulatory system through

frank and open negotiations with govemment authorities. Proper regulations will lead io
effective safety, and consequent improvement of capacity factors of nuclear power plants

and economic competitiveness will add values to the nuclear power as "National Goods."

JAIF commits itself, as the core organization of the industrial sector in Japan, to
conducting necessary reform and strengthening its activities for developing souRd nuclear
industries.

Hireski gida
Advisory Editor
The Saitkei Shimb"it, Japan
Forty years are gone since the introduction of nuclear power in Japan. After ups and

downs the first loading of plutonium fgels in thermal reRctors in Japan, the so‑called

"Pu‑thermal," is foreseen this year at the Takahama Nuclear Power Station, Kansai
Electric Power Companies. In the coming decade ahead vital is to manage realizing the
ultimate goal of fast breeder projects for completing the nuclear fuel cycle.

Why can we not do without nuclear power? MaRy people were of a view in the last
couple of years that nuclear power with no greenhouse gas emission is essential to meet
the goal of the "Kyoto Protocol" for protecting the global environment, especially for

avoiding global warming. But the worldwide energy environment has dramatically
changed due to the high economic growth of China preparing for the 2008 Olympics and
the political instability in the Middle East. Without nuclear power Japan, a Ration of
minimal natural resources, may be compelled to jeopardize even its sovereign existence,
until nuclear fusion deployment become realistic.

The number of nuclear power plants (NPPs) in Japan has increased to the present 52
from only five in 1973, the time of the first oil crisis. But the accidents at the Three Mile

Island (TMI) in US and Chernobyl in the former USSR have slowed down drastically the
iRertia of building new NPPs.

The biggest drawback of the "Once‑through" advocates is, besides the low
efficiency of uraniBm utilization, that no specific and realistic solutions are proposed

regarding how to manage the spent fuels already discharged and currently stored at each
NPP site and how costly it is.

With the consent ofthe local govemment of Fukui a new plant construction is foreseen
to start at long last. Still the nationwide goal of "30% more NPPs" is very gRlikely to

reach despite the declaration of the fundamental countermeasures for global warming.
This is caused by the local residents' Rew anxieties towards NPP safety initiated by the

information falsification case ofthe Tokyo Electric Power Companies (TEPCO).

Those TEPCO NPPs are really dangerous, then? No, there are no technical,
engineering and scientific dangers. But the endorsement of safety by the Nuclear Safety

Commission or the Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency is fouRd to be insufficient to
relieve the citizens.

Safety can be expressed qgantitatively in terms of probabilities, safety goals or risk

analyses, whereas anxiety is unquantifiable. Even a single person's fear could demand

endless efforts to solve.

Strengthened regulations of NPPs in the revised Electric Utilities Law are in
principle favorable. Questionable, though, is that some inspections conventionally
practiced on the voluntary basis by the utilities are now legally required. Introduction of

the "Standards of Fitness for Nuclear Power Plant Service" in replacement of the
conventional "Technical Specifications" is commendable, better than being too late.
It is a favorable approach to disclose various results of regulated administration to

the public for their criticism. I may even propose an administrative frame, iA which a
local government staff (staffs) be stationed for continuous monitoring at the nuclear plant

sites. Continuous monitoring by the local colleagues might facilitate psychological
comfort oflocal citizens. Utilities should bear the staff salary. The staff should be offered

an advanced promotion upon completion of service of a couple of years. Candidate staffs
obtain higher knowledge at the Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute (JAERI) prior to hislher
servlce.

My own experience shows that participants in the JAERI training course of nuclear
power raise sophisticated questions. Participants from local communities are especially
serious in s{udying nuclear, because nuclear safety is very relevant to their daily life.

Better knowledge will hopefully mitigate the so‑‑called "psychological anxiety," which
70% ofJapanese nationals have. It will eventually foster incentives for nuclear power.

pter Esgabaisktwg a MeckaitEscreci to Seceere N"cgear safety:
Maee"fact"rers
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Akira Kawakara
CergeoxaSe Officer, Septior Ckgef Exgineer

MageagiRg DErector
eeitacki Ltd., 3apapm

With two main pillars, technology transfer from overseas and national technology

development, nuclear power plant manufacturers in Japan ‑ "Nuclear vendors" ‑ have
contributed to the proinotioR of Ruclear power production. However, recent trend of
electricity demands relaxation and deregulation of power industry have slowed down
nuclear power plaRt constructions. Nuclear vendors share the view that a decade ahead is
of critical importance.

The Japanese GoverRment Basic Energy Plan, enacted in October 2003,
prescribes that "nuclear power will be promoted as the basic power source with secured

safety as a prerequisite." It is our belief that nuclear power plant constr"ction be
promoted as a national policy. Nuclear vendors' major mission therein is to provide power
u￡ilities with safe, reliable and economically competitive nuclear power plants and nuclear

fuel cycle facilities. As a matter of fact we have developed ABWRs and APWRs, through
the authorities "revolution and standardization" projects and joint research programs in
collaboration with e}ectric utilities.

Nuc!ear vendors are requifed to preserve and improve their technical capabilities

(engineering, design, construction, tests and commissioning as well as inspections,
maintenance and refurbishing of the plants). It is our obligation, too, to further upgrade
their technical qualification for the Ration's energy security and environmental protection.

Intensive R&D programs in the near‑, mid‑ and long‑terms are very essential: scheduled
construction of new plaAts and performance irnprovement of existing plants in the near

term, development of next generation LWRs and iRnovative SMRs in the mid"term, and
completion ofthe fast breeder reactor nuclear fuel cycle in the long term.

Concerns exist on the other halld, that is, moral degradation of nuclear engineers.
This may be caused by the fact that existing nuclear power plants in Japan are inferior in

performance such as their capacity factor or occupational exposure control at the time of
periodic inspections or refurbishments to those plants in other nuclear family countries. It

may also come from uncertain or blocked development potential of nuclear industries due

to the current disfavor of the community. This will lead to lesser competitiveness of
Japanese nuclear vendors in the domestic and intemational market due to the increase of
unit of electricity generated cost. Reduced sales of nuclear vendors in Japan have already

caused the declining number of nuclear engineers in service and the declining R&D
iRvestments. These are beginning to jeopardize the preservation of technologies and
human resources of nuclear vendors.

We believe preservation and upgrading of nuclear technologies are
indispensable in order to secure stable energy supply, while being in harmony with

environment. Top priorities for nuclear vendors are: continued practice of safety
culture; conservation of plant integrity by means of systematic accumulation and
evaluation of operation and maintenance experiences; and intensive preservation and

upgrading of teehnological eapabilities. Furthermore, soonest introduction of
scientific and rational regulations like risk informed regulation is needed. Important

in this regard is collaboration of public and private sectors. In consideration of
preserving and upgrading nuclear engineering infrastructures for contributing to the

national poliey of nuclear power, comprehensive policy‑making in line with the
so'called "Nuclear TSCM"" is absolutely needed involving universities, the new
united body of JAERI and JNC, electric utilities, nuclear vendors and specialized
nuclear component suppliers.(*Total Supply Chain Management)

EstabEiskigeg Safe aitd Sgeady N"caear ?ower
Tetsyji Kishida
Execgtive Vice President
Kamsai Electric Power Co., gnc., Japan

Nuclear power accounts for approximately 30 percent of Japan's electric power
generation and is positioned as a major energy source in the Basic Plan for Energy Sgpply

and Demand, which was endorsed by the Cabinet and reported to the Diet in October
2003.
However, a series of scandals in the ngclear industry in recent years eroded public
confidence and the capacity factor of the ngclear power plants remained below 80 percent
in both 2002 and 2003. As a result, the Electric Utility Ifld#stry Law and related nuclear

regulation were revised in December 2002 to require electric power companies to conduct
periodic utility inspections on a voluntary basis. At the same time, power companies are

required to propose a system for carrying out these inspections for review by the
regulators and to maintain records of utility inspections. The amendments divided
mandatory inspection items into periodic inspections and periodic utility inspections

according to their importaRce and required power companies to prescribe q"ality
assurance activities in the technical specifications and to have these activities examined

by the regulators. A new nuclear safety regulation system took effect in October 2003.
This new regulatory system is based on the concept that nuclear operators should ensure
safety through self‑discipline and autonomy, and that the nation should ensure safety by
checking not oRly the iRtegrity of facilities bttt also the processes and safety activities.

In the meantime, the Japanese government has taken steps to deregulate the
electricity market, and has already opened up 30 percent of the co"ntry's electric power
retail market, allowing non‑utility power producers to sell electricity to large users. The

government plans to open the power market much wider, by 40 percent in fiscal 2004 and

by 60 percent in fiscal 2005. Despite these changes, nuclear power remains of
paramount importance in Japan, and the Japanese electric power industry is determined to

make full use of the existing nuclear power plants to allow nuclear power to serve as a
key power source. To this end, continuiRg safe and steady operations of nuclear plants
and making nuclear power cost competitive are crucial. As nuclear operators, we expect
the safety regulations to be more rational, practical and effective so that we can raise the
capacity factor of nuclear power plan{s on the safety‑first principle.

Besides raising the competitiveness of nuclear power, it is equally important to
restore public confidence in the nuclear power industry. We are therefore promoting the

informa￡ion disclosure and communication with the general public. In October, we set
up the nuclear power database "NUCIA" on the Internet. The ngclear power business

cannot function without the understanding and trust of the general public. We will
contin#e to provide accountability to the public and transparency of nuclear plant
operatlons.

En Peersuig ef Eseabgiskiitg Better qPrgkitgzaggoees for Secsurggeg Nax￡gear

Skffeky
Ybshihiko Sasaki
DirectorGeneral
Nesclear aRd imdgstrial Safety Ageitcy
]N(giRistry of Economy, Trade and Eitdesstry, japait
The Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency (NISA) has recently cafried oilt radical
reviews of nuclear safety regu}ations through the revisions of the Electric Utilities Law

and the Law for the Regulations of Nuclear Source Material, Nuclear Fuel Material and

Reactors, based on the experiences of various nuclear scandals in the year 2002.
Specifically, supervision of quality assurance programs of nuclear business firms have
been strengthened, legal obligations of periodic inspections have been brought into force
and the robustness evaluation of aged facilities have been institutionalized. The so‑called

"Double check system" by the Nuclear Safety Commission has been also strengtheRed.
The Japan Nuclear Energy Safety Organization, an incorporated administrative agency
newly fdunded in October 2003, has started its activities for securing nuclear safety,
together with us, by undertaking part of government inspections.

The top mission of our organization is to let this new safety regulation regime
penetrate into nuclear community. We are seriously fulfilling our mission, including
improvement of inspectors' qualificatioR. Nuclear business entities are requested in return

to take the intentions of the revisioms on and to make every possible effort towards
establishing safety culture and compliance among their own employees as well as their
subcontractors.

Our organization is also trying our best through intensive public relations and
public hearings to recover their trust in nuclear safety and foster their comfort.

We devote ourselves to continuously revise the safety regulatory regime with
transparencies upon scieAtific and rational assessment. Starting with reviewing the
inspection systems incorporating risk assessment or performance evaluation of nuclear
facilities our commitments continue to the fermulation of clearaRce cri￡eria of radioactive

,

wastes in harmony with international standards, preparation of the legal framework for

safety regulations for disposing high level radioactive wastes, and fixing regulatory
criteria for reprocessing or MOX fuel fabrication bgsinesses. Furthermore, strengthening
of technical qualifications in longer terms is another constituent of our mission for safety

regulation, such as basic researches or human resources development for nuclear safety.
More effective and efficient practice of regulations for all nuclear facilities is another
goal of ours, through not only inspections but full use of risk information. Preparation of

regulatory framework fer TRU wastes or uranium wastes is also on our agenda.

AII stakeholders' participation, the authorities, business entities and academic
experts, in an open process for revising safety regulations is needed in order to secure

scientific and rational judgments as well as transparency. The regulatory body commits
itself to sincere considerations to the proposals/requests with scientific and technical
justifications.

While continuing with all possible efforts to increase the regulatioR effectiveness
through good practicing of safety regulations and to upgrade the reliability of regulation,

we commit ourselves to continuously upgrade the nuclear safety regulation regime based
on latest scientific and technical expertise.

Wkag aitd ffew Caft tke Laber Witieee Dg fgr Secewgitg Safeey apad
CeffgkforS?
"Ybskikaz" Sasaoka
Presideitt
Federatioit of Electric Power Related gndustry Workers' Uitions of Japait

g. Pointsofbackgro"itd
･ Despite the reality ofJapan as the only nation hit by atomic bombs, Japan prescribes

nuclear power as its basic power source and promotes its deployment.

. The labor unions have been also involved in the nuclear programs with concerns

over working environment of broad spectrum of nuclear workers for plant
constructions, plant maintenance or even cleaning businesses, and with public

awareness.
e In our view energy security should premise safety and environmeRtal protection. We
have eRergetically grappled with our own proposals to nuclear power policies since

late 1950s.
2. The basis ofsafety is Xndividuals

e We are making our endeavors to exterminate any workmen's accidents,
understanding that workmen's safety is the very basis of local people's, and
consequently the nation's safety.

" Safety at Ruclear power plants has been secured by the Rational and self‑imposed
regulations or s{ringent technical standards.
" But the reality is that safety is secured by the workmen's skills and mentalities, not

the texts of regulations, just as technical standards are observed by the workmen's
skills of manufacturing and repairs.
' Therefore, in order to establish firm comfort among local citizens and the natioR, it
is vitally important to show to the public how earnestly site workers are doing their
obligations, not only to show the statistics of safety or safe operatioRs at nuclear

power plaBts.
3. What the labor llniepts are doiRg for reeovering people's comfort?
" Immediateiy after the outbreak of nuclear scandals of electric utilities two years ago,

laborers' groups have been struggling with preventing recurrences of similar events

through newly established "Trust Recovery Committees."
e Its main pillars are: Strengthened checkdip of business management; Establishing
individuals' ethics of conduct; and Closer teamwork of all nuclear workers. To these
ends, foundation of proactive labor unions is urgently needed.

4. Labor"xioRsshoNldmeetsocialrespoitsibiMies

e Social responsibilities of business firms are widely stressed in recent years. Labor

unions also have obligations to meet social responsibilities for securing ngclear
safety through participation in the check‑up processes ofbusiness managemeRt, etc.

Keitzo Miya
Professor of Gradgate School
Keio VRiversity, Japait
A system to secure nuclear safety is firmly maintained by electrical utilities, the
regulatory authority, fabricators and academic societies with respective roles. They are
normally functioning in the technical and juridical senses at the present with application

of vario"s laws, and codes and standards. Development activities of codes and standards
in Japan have been very significant recently despite of 20 years delay compared with the

activities in USA. These codes and standards are providing basis of technology for
security of nuclear safety leading to formation of spiritual relief of the public against

nuclear power station. In spite of these situations, inconsistent social phenomena are
observed freqgelltly in terms of strong requirements from a rtiunicipal govemment that are

difficult to be persuaded in the common and technical sense. IncoRsistent actions by
municipal governments are very strong and compulsive to "tilities utilizing public aRxiety

or concerR against safety issues of nuclear power plants. It is without doubt that proper
actions must be taken to reduce the public anxiety if it is present.

However, there are many habitants living in areas close to nuclear power stations
and are working there. They kRow how severely safe operation and careful maintenance of
such plants are conducted to achieve higher level of nuclear safety leading to higher level
of credibility to safety aspect of such plants arnong the public. Those habitants are silent

majority when a municipal government expresses publicly safety anxiety or concern with

failure of nuclear safety. In view of patterns of organizations responsible for safe
operation of nuclear stations in these years, confusion of regula{ory order is observed

frequeRtly among electrical companies, the regulatory authority of the government and
municipal govemment. This might be due to lack of social rnoral necessary to make given
roles of those organizations workable, therefore it is important to establish a rule in a

limited sense or a moral in a general one. With recognition that nuclear energy is

Recessary at {his moment and will be indispensable to survival of human beings
particularly from a view point of huge energy consumption in future giant countries like
China, India, Brazil etc. requiring the public to confront global use of nuclear energy.

IR this paper, the author wishes to make two proposals to establish favorable moral
useful to well‑‑orgaRized nuclear regulation of nuclear power stations to acquire support
from wide ranged public. The first is to establish a national regulation conference that

consists of utilities and the reguiatory authority as a main part of it attended by

representatives from municipal govemments and recommended experts from academic
societies. Rigorous discussions on specific and very important topics are made between

utilities and the authority basically, and opinions and comments are expressed by the

representative and the experts. Final decisions should be made by the authority in
consideration of useful idea, comments, opinions and proposals expressed there.

The second is to create NPO( Non‑Profitable Organization ) aiming at absorption

of wide ranged opinions among public and refiection of them on regulatory policies.
These two proposals will be useful to improve current political climate in the nuclear
regulatory system in Japan.

Nils
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This discussion will cover some of the his{ory of regBlation in ￡he Unites States
and the changes that have occurred in the past fifteen years. Ificluded in the discussion

are the authors opinions on what kas driven the change ifi regulation and the success
factors.
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Tokyo Institute of Technology, Japan

Education in nuclear science and engineering at universities, which has
maintained the nuclear ind"stry's technological foundation, is now changing drastically in

the context of administrative reforms that are recasting graduate schools and national

universities as independent adrninistrative bodies, and of the matgrity of fiuclear

technology and delayed construction of ngclear plants. Efforts to rebuild a Rew
educational system are mglti‑faceted and dynamic; they jncl"de curriculums incorporatjng
e￡hics and philosophy; graduate schools linked with research and development institutes;

the establishment of new nuclear‑related grad"ate schools rnaking use of regional
characteris￡ics; and a vision of graduate school's fostering human resources ‑ people who
cafi be activelnternationally ‑ and ￡hat are even open {o members ofindustry. All of this
refiects the fac{ tha{ for the worlds of indgstry and ef R&D iAs{itutions, edgcation and the

development of hgman resources are irnportaRt tasks. Thus, the dynamic movemeRts in
the industrial, public, and academic sectors regarding nuclear‑related education and
technological kAow‑how are bejng seen here and abroad.
In order for the ngclear industry to continue its development of what is officially

described as a "key power source" for the nation, maintaining education, ethics aAd the
technological foundation are essen￡ial. Seeking measures for the sound development of

nuclear power in severe times, ￡his sessiog will consider the current state of the
"rebuilding" of nuclear edgcatioit (which is in transition domestically and intemationally),

governmeRt supports for education and technological development, and how indus{ry, the
public sector and universities should be linked in the areas of education and technological

development.

Persgeecgives gee gke pt"twre ef N"ckeax EdieecagEapt agedi geesearck
g$ eke WgeEtedi Stgeges
Larry ge. geo"gke

PresideRt
American Ngegear Society (ANS), VSA
This presentation will review the status of nuclear education and research in the
United States relative to the prospects for the future of nuclear science and technology.

It is inevitable that new nuclear power plants will be built in the United States.

Environmentally cleaR nuclear power is a vital part of the nation's electricity supply.
CurreRtly, 103 nuclear power reactors produce approximately 20 percent of the electricity

consumed. While our system for nuclear education and research has survived a difficult
period of down sizing, more Reeds to be done to ens"re its long‑‑term viability.

Throughout the 1990's, a number of nuclear engineering departments disappeared

from universities; some were dropped and others were absorbed in other engineering
programs. Top‑class students were attracted into other fields. The number of research
reactors has declined seriously. However, even though nuclear engineering educatioR in
the United States is currently experiencing a renaissance due to a positive environment for

nuclear power in the United States, there are still challenges facing us with regard to

ensuring the future workforce, retention of specialized knowledge, and the long term
maintenance of a healthy educational infrastructgre.

The demographics of personnel in the current nuclear industry in the United States

are skewed towards the older generation. The faculty aging problem is similar to the

demographic problems in the nuclear laboratories, govemment and industry. We are
facing the same problem of replaciRg our leaders in the gniversities as we are in the. rest
of the enterprise.

The Nuclear Energy Institute has estimated that there will be a need for 90,OOO
new persons with nuclear science and technology skills over the next decade. Because of
the aggressive programs for promoting nuclear careers by the DepartmeRt of Energy, the
American Nuclear Society, the Universities theniselves and the Nuclear ERergy Institute,
nuclear engineeriAg enrollments have deubled.

The nation needs a political will ￡o address its energy future. The current
renaissance of nuclear education is due to the strong support by the office of Nuclear
Energy at the Department of Energy. A new s>es!tgm of nuclear education and research in

the United States is not needed. The curreRt system is good; but it needs continuing

incentive and rejuvenation. The domestic rebuilding of nuclear education is an issue of
ensuring the high quality of the student populations, maintainiRg ￡he university research
infrastructure, and replacing an aging faculty. More is being and should be done to link

industry aRd the national laboratories with the universi￡ies and to link American
universities with the interRationa} nuclear sector.

Nuclear technology collaborations between the United States and JapaR are
important for meeting the global economic, environmental and security challenges tha￡ we

both face in the coming decades. R&D efforts with iRternational cooperation will be
essential for success. Together, the URited States and Japan can share resources to ensure

the developmen￡ and deployment of the next generation of advanced n"clear energy
systems that will be even safer and more proliferation‑resistant ￡han today's models.
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Even if technically secure the maximum safety, you can't give the society the fullest

sense of security. Then,how can we feel secure in our society? Trust is the key word,

especially from the point view of technology. Maha￡ma Gandhi once picked up seven
elemeRts that would destroy us, out of which I refer to three; knowledge without
charkcter , science without humanity and bgsiness wi￡hout ethics. What is now waRted for
technical experts here in Japan are character, humaRity and ethics, I believe. If I'm
allowed to add one more, it' Il be accogntabMty. Not with experts' words, not with their
agreement, nor for their own development, butjust their accogntability ttnderstandable to
citizens and consumers. They have to be fully ullderstood and agreed upon by citizens and
consumers, the process of which is the basic rele of today's society. Business ethics is the

accumulation of personal ethical actions. What's more, accogntabjlity calls to account for

persoRal responsibility. Thus each one oftechniciaRs has more and more responsibility as
an expert.

Now the words like compliance, business ethics, corporate governance or CSR are
everywhere. I understaRd this shows the tendency that business as well as governrnent

are tackliAg with cleaning gp their systems. This is the world‑wide phenomenon. Kowever,

how do the ordinary citizens understand this ? A qgestionnaire shows the following.
"Concepts of corporate social responsibility and busiRess ethics are too abstract and hard

￡ounderstandm52.3%" "Expec{ationrates: Don't expectmuch‑
44.7% : expect greatly plus expect a little um48.3%" In other werds, ckizens are very
much interested in business ethics and corporate social responsibility, but rather at a loss
how to evaluate their effectiveness.

Ethics or social responsibility can restraint hurfian behavior and be harmful to some
interests in the shor￡ rgn, bgt, in the long run, it is nevef confradictory. If you are offered

a choice betweeit reg"latiog by law like marke{ con￡rol and self‑reliant action norms, ￡he
answer is obvious. In order to attain a long term objective, yog have to put an emphasis
oR training employees like technical experts.

?reseitg Stag"s aged Persgeective off Neecgear Eeegfineerigeg Edescagioit fiit

Tokyg bestESeege off Te￡kitgRegy
Masayeskg ggaskira
Associate Professox
Researck Laboratery for Nsscgear Rea￡tors
Tokyo institute of Teckito}ogy, Japan

The nuclear engineering education in Tokyo Institu￡e of Technology (Tokyo Tech.)
started wiih the establishment of Department of Nuclear EngiReering in its graduate
school in 1957. Tokyo Tech. has no course related to nuclear engineering in its schools.

The name of department has not changed from the beginning and will not change at least

for 6 years. The depar￡ment belongs to the Graduate School of Science and Technology
but is operated by Research Laboratory for Nuclear Reactors.
At the beginning, all studen￡s aimed at ￡he nuclear engineering in the Rarrow sense

and the curriculum responded to their demands. At the moment, however, a curriculum
covering the nuclear engineeriRg in the wide sense is provided, taking account of the bad
condition of employment in nuclear industries and the various directivities of students.

Narnely, the present curriculum is composed of fission‑ and fusion‑reacSor engineering,

quantum‑and particle‑beam engineering, and environment and energy engineering.

"Yutori Kyo‑iku (education free of pressure)" and "Rika Banare (moving avvay
from the science)" cause a remarkable decliRe in the students' scholastic perforrnance and

creative power. On the other hand, the guarantee of quality is required nowadays for the

products, i.e. the students who finished their course. Therefore, the exit control of
students is Recessary through providing an appropriate curriculum, teaching effectively,

and evaluating students' understaAding appropriately. Of course students are hoped for

their great growth in a free atmosphere. An appropriate entrance examinatioR is also
necessary for gathering good students.

A proposal of the Department of Nuclear Engineering of Tokyo Tech. has been
approved as one of the 21st century Center of Excellent (COE) programs. This proposal is

oRly one in the nuclear engineering field in the COE programs. The keywords in the
edecation part iR the COE programs are "doctor" and "international". On the other hand,
two fundamental chairs by visiting professors are approved. Moreover, the department has

operated an intemational course for 10 years. Therefore, the department of Tokyo Tech.
must become a COE in nuclear engineering education in Japan and the world.
Considering the in{ernational standardization of graduate education as well as the

situations described above, we are now discussing the essential reformation of education

sys￡em in the departmeBt. A tentative plaR will be shown in this presentation. We hope
that the new system will start frorn the April of 2005.
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In order to educate and bring gp established ngclear engineers who can be
responsible for nuclear facilities, University of Tokyo is reforming the two exis￡ing

organizations on nuclear science and engineering and constructing Nuclear
Professional/International Schools in 2005(FYS). This is done under strong collaboration

with Department of Q"antgm Engineering and System Science of U.Tokyo, JAERI and
JNCDX. Nuclear Engineering Research Laboratory iA Tokai and Research Center for
Nuclear Sciefice and Technology iA Asaflo are reformed to Nuclear Professional School
aRd Nuclear IntematioRal School, respectively. In the former, the professional master
degree (nuclear) is issued in the nuclear professional course by only schooling by coBrses

and practices of high qEality for oRe year. On the other hand, advanced education and

research, including new nuclear social engineering, are performed in the nuclear
iflnovation course and international engineer course in the Nuclear Interflational School.
Especially, the nuclear internatioital security is educated in the latter course aiming to

bring up future japanese executive officers of IAEA. The two schools are connected via

the internet cogrse system. We have several visiting professors from JAERI, JNCDI,
certain institgtes, ministries and companies ￡o enforce the professional education. Of
course, we sgrely continge and eRforce the research activities using the experimental
reac￡or "YAYOI" and electroR linacs, lasers afid ioR accelerators aRd opera{e {hose as the

users' facilities. Sgch professional school‑ and research￡omplex on nuclear science afld
engineering will star￡ in University of Tokyo next April.
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1. Current issues

Today's major subject of nuclear power industries in Japan is being shifted to the

field of "maintenance." Although some new technical fields such as reprocessing,
radioactive‑waste disposal and reactor decommissioning are coming into business, the
number of thejobs offered to the engiReers gradgating in nuclear engineering will remain

at the current low level. Kkman resources well trained and disciplined in nuclear
eRgineering with high capabilities are and will be Reeded in the years ahead.

In many universities, however, the field of the nuclear techAology education is being
diversified with less deep expertise, as occasionally iRdicated by the renamiRg of nuclear

engineering departments to others. Industries need such knowledgeable human resources
with creative thinking and practical experience, Rot in the virtual sense.

OperatioR and maintenance work of nuclear power stations has been significaRtly
borne and suppor￡ed by the local technical high school gradgates in the district of the

nuclear power station's site. Many employees, who undertake ￡he maintenance werk of
nuclear power stations (NPSs) as contractors, come from the local technical high schools,
too. Reduced birthrates increase the ratio of children for higher educatioA at universities,

lesser ngmber of students are interested in scientific careers, these are the ￡wo major

elements of lesser number of high school graduates s￡arting professional careers with
adequate technical knowledge.
The points of issues are:

i) HowwecanmaintainthequalityoftechnicalexpertisebysucceedingtechAiques
and technologies from skilled techRicians to younger generations;

ii) Howwecansecurethequantityofskillednuclearworkforcebystimulatingtheir
interest in ngclear power; aRd

iii) How we can optirnize the compatibility be￡ween economics and reliability of
nuclear power in view of human resogrces availability.
2. Policy for future

i) Forthesuccessfuls"ccessioflofflecessarytechniquesand￡echnologiesfrom

skilled technicians to younger generation, hand manuals are Rot sufficient.

CoAtinged and welt planned "On‑the‑Job‑7>'aining" is strongly needed. The
multi‑layered structure of contractors hinders effective accumulation of education

and training of the workers because too many workers are to be iRvolved in
efficient educa{ion and training, and many of them often migrate over Japan to get
jobs tkroughout the year. This reality stimulates the utilities or the main contractors

to undertake the work by themselves (the so￡alled "In‑House‑Maintellance") by
simplifying the multi‑layered str"cture of contractors for the purpose of securing
the level of key technologies and techniques.
ii)

Public acceptaRce of nuclear power is equally important to motivate the young

generations to the arena of nuclear industries. 7>'i‑sectored cooperation by
Industries, government administration and academic organizations should strongly
promote the science and nuclear education. Industrial aRd research organizations
send more instructors to universities, and on the contrary they increase the number
of students to accept as actual traiRees for practical experience. Important is to

secure a necessary number of workforce for nuclear rRaintenance and train them
welko get qualil7fied with multi‑skilled technigues as well as rationalize the working

rules as appropriate to them. In an era of the decreasing birth rate and aging ahead
in Japan, it is very important to simplify the multi‑layered structure of contractors

and secure the necessary human resources for nuclear maiRtenance.
iii)

JAPC (The Japan Atomic Power Coinpany) is now shifting its maintenance work
style from the conventional "Multi‑Layered Contractors System" to an advanced

"In‑House‑Maintenance System. We are challenging to improve economics and
reliabilities of NPSs through this new maintenance style inclgding the reduction of

intermediate managerial personnel for simplification. It means that we stock some

pieces ofequipment by ourselves for our NPS.Alliance among NPSs, establishing a
standardized qualijCication system and deregulation for fZattening the maintenance

workload over the year are, among others, important elements to expand and
implement the "In‑House‑Maintenance" successfully. In line with the proposal of

"The Human Resources Subcommittee" of JAIF, JAPC is taking an initiative to
fouRd the Nuclear Education System Network (NES‑net) on the Intemet web ‑site for
the alliance of education by sharing training infrastructures, training facilities,

education programs and instructors between the industrial, research and academic
orgamzatlons.
Italic:

Proposed items by "The Human Resources Subcommittee" of JAIF
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The "Special Expert Committee for Atomic Education and Research", which was
set up by the Atomic Energy Society of Japan in 1974, pursues investigations and
researches on nuclear education in universities and iRdustry, studies for elementary and
secondary education and activities designed to promote better understanding about atomic

energy by the general public. This paper describes various activities of the committee

focused on the development of human resources in the field of atomic energy and its
approaches to society.

1. Creation ofthe Professional Engineer (Atomic Energy and Radiation) Qualification

The title of professional engineer is a national qualification accredited by the

Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology and covers over twenty

technical disciplines including machinery, electrics and electronics, chemistry and
construction. The Council for Science and Technology which had previously submit{ed a
review ofthe Professional Engineer System presented its recorr}mendation eRtitled "About

the Revision of Technical Fields covered by the Qualification Tests of ProfessioAal
Engineers" to the Minister of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology and the
ministry revised the regulations and notices related to the Professional Engineer System

after the procedures of public comments (published in the Official Gazette dated August
18, 2003).

In November 2eOl, the Atomic Energy Society of Japan made a formal request to
the Minister of EdRcation, Culture, Sports, Science aitd Technology that the atomic energy

sector should be included in the review process of ProfessioRal Engineer qualificatiens

under the name of the then‑President KenJ'j Sumida. The request was accepted and the
nuclear field was introduced in the revised Professional Engineer Qualification System;
the quaiification test for the "Atomic Energy and Radiation" sector will start in FY 2004.

2. "Continuing Professional Development" of Engineers in the Nuclear Field

The Japan Federation of ERgineering Societies has estabHshed and started the

activities of the Committee of the Council for PDE (Professional Development of
Engineers) with the objective of fos￡ering engineers after gradttation from college. The
committee is expected to bgild a common framework to meinber societies (certification of

education history, management of records and others), exchange informatioR on their

continuing professional deveiopment and develop a curricul#m that is common to
engineers and also proraote continuing development for them.

The Atomic Energy Society of Japan not only has a seat on the comfnittee, but in

additioR, also set up a CPD (Continuing Professional Development) working group to

begin activities. The working group consists of professors of uRiversities and
representatives from the Japait Atomic Ind"strial Forum, the Japan Electrical
Manufactgrers' Association, research iRstitgtes such as the Japan Atomic Energy Research
lnstitu￡e and the Japan Nuclear Cycle Development Institute, utilities and veRdors.

Its ac{ivi￡ies include (1) investigations into the continuing professional
development in the field of atomic eRergy and review of potential contribution to society,

(2) investigations into and review of potential needs of a new qualification system, (3)

study of a system to promote contiRuing professional development, (4) study of a
mechanism to exchange informa￡ion and work with other member societies, (5) study of a

mechanism for continuing professional development of licensees of Rational
administrative qgalifications (licensed engineer of reactor, licensed engiAeer of radiation,

licensed engineer of nuclear f"el) and (6) support of (creation of) Professional Engineer

of Atomic Energy. At present, a number ofthese are already under way.
3. Status of Nuclear Education in Universities and Graduate Schools

There are increasingly fewer departments in universities, especially on the
undergradgate level, that uses the word of "Nuclear" in their names. It is the organizatioRal

reform in the universities resultiRg from the introductioh of a broader division of
departments in the establishment standard of universities in 1991 tha￡ triggered such a

trend. Many universities have changed their conveRtional, vertically orgaAized
departments and graduate schools and grouped these fractionized departmen￡s of the
facglty of engineering into several divisions or lines. The conventional departments
related to atomic energy have often beeR inherited as a course along such lines or as a part

ofadivisionthatcomprisesformerdepartments. Atthatpoint,theterm"AtomicEnergy"
was dropped not only from the division name but also from that of the course; instead,

many "se such keywords as "Energy", "Quan￡"m", "System" and "Science".
On ihe o￡her hand, many major co"rses have also changed their names in graduate
schools. Compared with colleges, there are more major courses that have not changed

their names and fewer cogrses have been merged with other co"rses. Consequently, their
education programs have not been changed as drastically as those of colleges, but it canRot

be denied that the research and educatioR sys{ems directly related to nuclear power

generation have been diluted since ￡he latest trend is a comprehension of nuclear
engineering as a broader discipline that comprises quantgm and beam science, system
engineering, applications ofradiation, nuclear fusion and simBla￡ions.

In this way, the education and research that are dlrectly related to nuclear power

generation have declined in universities. However, there is a change in the overall
engineering education in which stgdents maiRly work oit basic engineering studies in
colleges and special subjects in grad"a￡e schools, which partly enhances the flexibility of
students and employers in finding and offeringjobs and careers. There is also a change in
the needs of "niversity education for the industry. The resul￡s of the questionnaire survey

conducted by the Japan Atomic Industrial Forum shows that the industry requires
graduates who are employed in the nEclear sector to develop a basic scholastic ability,
including a broad range of education other thaR nuclear subjects, flexible ideas, logical
thinking faculty, a spirit of challenge and problem solving ability.

4. Publication of Revised Side Reader "Genshiryoku ga Hiraku Seiki (A Cen{"ry Opened‑

up by Atomic Energy)"
The Atomic Energy Society of Japan published the first edition of the booklet in
October l998 aRd issued a revised edition in March to update data and diagrams and add
latest developments including the recent accideRts and the social circumstances.

Respemsibigity ef New Epmsgit"ge fer Nss￡Eear Eitergy Researck &
Deveaepxkewt
SkNni￡hi Tanaka
Vice President
Japait Atomic ERergy Research gnstit"te, Japan
Great concern of nuclear energy community of Japan is shortage of human resource
and decline of technology backgrouRd in future, for decreasiRg students who intend to be
a nuclear scientist and engineer, difficulty of keeping nuclear facilities for research and

education in the universities, and fading away of nuclear energy education course in the
unlversltles.

Considering the concern, in the MEXT report for the unification ofJAERI and JNC,
it was stressed that the new institute have to be dedicated to training & education of

personnel iR the nuclear field with basic and comprehensive Research & Development(R
& D).
Human resource qualified is a life line and the greatest concern in the research
institute, therefore, the best effort will be done to keep high performance of iBstitute.
Besides, the MEXT report has addressed such a missioR that the new institute contributes
much more for human resource to support sustainable nuclear energy application.

The background of R & D for nuclear energy is kept with qualified talents and good
condition as the talent bring up. In this context, real understanding of the surrouRding

condition around nuclear society and effective contribution at respective sitgatioR are

essential to make nuclear engineering education and technology base confirmed for
nuclear energy application.
Responsibility of the new institute, being a uRique nuclear energy research institute

of Japan, is to proinote advanced R & D for developing innovative nuclear energy
application, with which to make a condition so as a Iot of students with higher potential

are willing to join the nuclear energy community. Challenging R & D is able to do the
best support of nuclear energy application, and consequently contribute to the nuclear
engiReering education. I would Iike to introduce the present status and the future plan

at the JAERI and the new institute conceming human resource aRd technology
background on nuclear energy.
In the panel, I would like to expect valuable suggestion how to use of the research
facilities and activities of the new institute for developing human resource and nuclear
eRergy applications in Japan and Asian countries.

Oit Neqcgear Teckitogegy Ed"catgoR aged M"iticipagfigy
TaSsuya Mllrakami
twffayor ef Tokai vMage, Japan
In The 4th Master Plan(2001m2010) of Tokai Viliage, where the first atomic light in
Japan was lit in 1956,we declared our policy to establish a research center of nuclear
science, high technology and culture. In Tokai Village Japan Proton Accelerator Research

Complex (J‑PARC) is now under construction in the site of Japan Atomic Energy
Research Institute (JAERI) site and JAERI and the Japan Nuclear Cycle Development
Institute (JNC) are to be unified to establish a new agency as a unique core institute of

comprehensive nuclear R&D in Japan in a few years. Tokai Village is definitely expected
to be the COE in the field of nuclear science and techRology in Japan aRd the World.
Our specific aims are:

1. to develop basic infrastructures of research, education and living for those who will
come and live or stay in Tokai Village frofn all over the World as well as Japan;

2. to develop a cyclic system of "basjc research ‑mm> appljed study ‑ incubation ‑>
industrialization ‑> basic research "'

,

3. to develop a nurturing system of human resources to maintain the system above;
4. to establish an international comprehensive center of education and R&D for science,
technology and liberal arts.

As it is of course beyond our ability to fulfill those aims for ourselves, we asked
neighboring universities,institutes, companies etc. for cooperation in August,2003 and are

now working togefher to build a consortium (to be called Tokai Science Village),where
many postgraduate research institutes and laboratories of all kinds from all over the world
will assemble for collaborative research and edecation.

geesgegegng off Nagcgeaff Exgeeygs agedi Sger￡itgtkeee gke Bgesgs ffgec Ngcgeaff R&D
gtaree 'Watftptabe

PirecSor ef ASemic Eitergy Davisgeee
Researck aged DeveXopxgaeng Bgreaee
]Mltwistry of EdescRSioge, C"kasre, SgeorSs, Scgeme￡e aeed Tecgenegogy (twEEXT), 3apan

Nuclear R&D supports the present and the future of nuclear power generation, which

are already one of the important basic energy resources in JapaR. Nuclear R&D is also
the basis of basic and fundamental researches wkich have various unknown possibilities.

From the recognitioR that the basis of the ngclear R&D is s"pported by the sufficient
human resources, the fostering of nuclear experts who contribute the ngclear R&D is very

important. From the preseflt financial situation, universities are in difficulties in
maintaining nuclear R&D facilities and capabilities for fostering nuclear experts. TakiAg

the chance of integration of Japan Atomic Energy Research Igstitute (JAERI) and Japan
Nuclear Cycle Development Institute (JNC), the new organization is expected to play a

role in fostering nuclear experts and maintaining the nuclear R&D basis. This is
mentioned in the report for the integration of two nuclear Institutes issued last September.

Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology (MEXT) and the two
Institutes are now preparing the integration of two Institutes and establishing new
organization, establishment of which is sched"led in FY2005.

On the other hand, MEXT started the InAovative N"clear R&D Program from
FY2002. This program is designed to promote fosteriflg nuclear experts and strengthen

￡he nuclear R&D basis by cooperating among the public research orgaRizations,
universities and private sectors.

MEXT is now promoting fostering nuclear experts and strengthen the nuclear R&D
basis through these programs.
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"eeew We Best Carry ewt esuea Cycge Back‑‑Eged Prejecgs
aggxid Market Liberagfizatieit"

9:30‑12:30
Chairpersoit
Hiroyuki Torii, Professor, Tokyo Institute of Technology, Japan

Recycling uranium resources is another pile in the foundation of nuclear use;
completing the fuel cycle is at the core of Japan's nuclear policy and has been pursued
steadily since the program's inception.

With liberalization of power markets progressing iR phases since 1995, efforts to

improve efficiency have been urged. As has been pointed out, however, this, in a
competitive eRvironment, encourages the pursuit of short‑term profits, short‑term

decision‑making. The issue is how to provide mechanisms which can make that
compatible with projects that should be carried out on a long‑term basis such as back￡nd
projects.

This session will focus on carrying out back‑‑end projects in the inidst of on‑goiRg

liberalization. Included will be the Rokkasho reprocessing facility, now at the testiRg
stage and approaching the start of full operation, and other on‑going projects. In the

keynote speeches, two issues will be highlighted: changes in utility management as a
result of liberalization, and the significance of back‑‑end projects to nuclear energy

development. Discussions will address what the private sector should do in order to
carry out the projects steadily, taking into accognt factors that cannot bejudged according
to market principles ‑ energy security, environmeBtal issues, and relationships with local

communities. Role‑sharing between the public and private sectors will be considered as

well, to discuss how the back￡nd projects should be carried ollt combined with the
liberalization.

fX Maifkeg Vfiessnj eff ERecgffgc Peweff DeweggEatgege

]M(asaRori Marese

Director
3apait Egwtty Researck, Tokyo gerkitck
Dewtscke Securities, LSd.
WiaR dieregeelatioge ckaitge tke vvay egect¥ie povyer ￡geekgeawtes are resit?

Put simply, we can look for a change in how balance sheets are evaluated, mainly
because the total cost approach will disappear. With the total cost approach guaranteeing

the return of investment, companies were required to provide steady electricity supply.
They accordingly focused first on putting in place assets to secure stable supply, and only

thereafter on securing reqgisite funding. As the rate systera secured retum ofinvestmeRt,
companies faced no difficulties in fundraising and did no￡ regard fiRancial stability as an

issue. However, conditions are set to change because deregulation of rates forjust over
60% of total demand will remove the returns guaranteed by the total cost approach. Put

simply, electric power companies will have to provide stable supply, improve
competitiveness, and invest for growth, all on limi￡ed fgnds. Under the previous approach,
we could simply focus on the assei side of the balance sheet. Going forward, we will need
to take a good look at the debt and eqgity sides as well. This is, of course, the standard
approach for companies in other sectors.

A ￡apiSgek gstarkeg vgew gf Ske key geeints ef ekxlgey rogitds of dexegangagaeit

The two previous rounds of deregglation ceRtered on a notification system for rate
reductiens, followed by deregulation for large‑}ot users. Notification of rate reductions

was important because it increased management leeway. In other words, it tested
management competence for the first time. As the rate reductions of the late 1980s under
a strong yeR regime indicate, the ￡otal cost approach offered companies lit￡le room to
generate surplus profits. However, such profits became possible after the system was
changed. Under the earlier circumstances, management had Iittle room to display its skills
because it had fiothing left after paying the requisite expenses. PostKleregulation, however,

individual management capabilities are likely to result in clear differences among the

electric power companies. How the markets evalua￡e the companies will depend very
much on the extent to which they can secure resources via cost cuts, and on how

effectively managemeRt uses the resources. Again, this is a matter of coRrse for
companies in other sectors.

As we mentioned earlier, deregulation for large‑lot users is important because it
removes the return of investment ggarantee. We thiAk management capacity to respend to
this risk will become a key criterion in assessing the electric power companies.

The key poiRts of the tkird ro"itd of deregulation from a capitai market perspecSive

Of the many proposed systemic changes, two are important from a capital market
perspectlve.

The first is the possibility of intense competition among the power companies as the

pancake structure is adjusted. Stiffer competition may accelerate rate cuts, raising
concerns about a decline in earning power. This is clear negative, and we are looking
closely at the details ofsystemic design that are likely to regulate sector competition.

The second key point is nuclear power. The major concern is the degree to which
economic support can hedge the risk inherent in owning and operating a nuclear power
plant, or, put differently, how much nuclear power risk electric power shareholders are
prepared to carry. We will thus be watching the division of roles between the public and
private sectors, as well as the content of economic support. We are particularly concerRed

about measures to be implemented if the ¥18.8trn assumption for back‑‑end costs
calculated by the subcommittee proves untenable. We think the capital markets will be
forced to adopt a tough view of the electric power companies if economic support and the

division of roles between the public and private sectors are not clarified in cases
including: 1) start‑‑up of nuclear fuel reprocessing plants is delayed significantly owing to

technical problems and public opposition, 2) companies are unable to operate at standard
capacity, 3) the international situation changes, and 4) deregulation progresses further.

Back‑eged Prejects in tke 3apaitese Ng￡Rear Eitdeesgry:
Wkat SkeeeRd be Deite Novy
Keiji Kaitda
Professor Emeritlls, Kyoto Universky
Director, Japan Energy Policy gscstitute, Japait
l. Introduction

The Basic Plan for Energy Supply and Demand defines back‑end as follows:
"Back‑‑end refers to the reprocessing of spent fuel from nuclear power plants, and the
treatmeRt and disposal, etc., of waste generated in the steps of fgrther processing the
recovered plutenium and other materials." According to national policy, spent fuel is in

principle reprocessed; direct disposal after once‑through is not accepted. Today,
however, we would like to discuss the entirety of back‑‑end projects, which includes
interim storage. We will also address the transporting of spent fuel, plutonium and
high‑‑level radioactive waste

2. ReprocessingProjects
France, England, Russia and India currently have full‑scale reprocessing projects
for peaceful purposes. In Japan, although a reprocessing project has been carried out on

a small scale by the Japan Nuclear Cycle Development Institute, the Rokkasho
reprocessing facility now under construction will be the first large scale project.
Although the construction schedgle has seen many delays, a series of tests using uraniurn
appears set to start soon.

Rokkasho will be the key facility for Japan's completion of the nuclear fuel cycle.

There are some who oppose it because costs have become greater than were expected.
Given Japan's energy security needs, however, I don't think the cost is too much of a
burden for the nation. Rather, what should be considering most in operating the facility

is winning understanding of the project from nuclear non‑proliferation groups in the
United States and Southeast Asian countries, in addition, of course, to the Japanese people
and especially local residents.

3. SpentFuelInterimStorageProject
Spent fuel interim storage is important to energy security. Spent fuel will be a

valuable resource 50 years from now. I visited Yucca Mountain in the United States,
Olkiluoto in Finland, and Oskarshamn in Sweden, and found them to be virtual spent fuel
storage facilities, rather than the deep underground disposal facilities they are nominally

designated. If alternative energies are developed in the future and nBclear power

becomes Ro longer needed, eRch can be used as a final repository, bgt they are designed so

that spent fgel can be recovered if desired. Even France is engaged in studies oR
recovering spent fgel not yet reprocessed at a part of the Deep Underground Laboratory in

Oskarshamn, Sweden.
With the volumes of spent fuel in Japan that have been accumulated already and
will continue to be generated, the reprocessing facility at Rokkasho will be able to handle
at best half ofit; the rest will be held in interim storage. Although that approach may be
somewhat different from the ones taken in o{her countries, it is better in Japan that oRly

high‑level radioactive waste generated thro"gh reprocessing be disposed of, and the half
ofthe spent fuel not reprocessed be pgt into in￡eriffi s￡orage sites. There may also be no

need to stick to the notion ￡hat the period of interim storage is 5e years. In France,100
to 300 years has been proposed ferlong‑terrn interim storage.

4. TransportProjects
Now that there is a widespread feeling that terrorist attacks are increasing around
the globe, the interna￡ional transpert of radioactive materials has come to the forefront of

awareRess in already severe circumstances. The ifldustry has so far beeR able to handle
anti‑nuclear protests aAd the like by itself; now, however, it must also be ready to confront

terrorism and even sabotage. Issues of liability are becoming particularly complicated.

In traitsporting plu￡oniuix}, just as an example, the industry must now consider
compensation for intentional explosions, in addition to accidents affecting countries off
whose coasts a vessel passes.

S. Conclusion
What shogld be done now? japan ls vulnerable in its energy security for the
followingreasons: (1) Itlacksnatgralenergyresources. (2) Itisanationofislands,
not contiguous with its neighbors, which impedes the direct supply of electricity, gas or

oil. (3) l{ cannot use military force. Instead of thinking, "What should be done
now?" we shogld be thinking, "What can we do now?" ... and try all that we can.

WkEgEgEes' "VE￡vv gge gke NeecRear Pgwver (}egeegeagggee aeed gk￡ geeeeg ()ycge
Back‑egedi gge gke ]iLgbefftsggzedi INxgaffkeg

IN(gakete Satake
Direeter aitd Dege"Sy Exec"tive Gepterag twffageager

N$￡lear ?ovyex geivisEoit
Tokye EgecSrlc ?gvyer CocrRageaity, Jagekee
Since Japan is short of natural resources within the country, it is an important

national energy policy to domestically reprocess speRt nuclear fgel afid to recycle
plutonium into the power reactors in order to keep national eflergy security and to

suppress greenhouse gas emission. According to this policy, Japanese utilities are
constructing a commercial reprocessing plant in the village of Rokkasho, Aomori and are
expecting the start of commercial operation schedttled in 2006.

However, the fuel cycle back‑end business includifig reprocessing and final
disposal of radioactive wastes is very different from other ordinary businesses because of

such gnique characteristics that it needs a hgge investment to start aRd decades of time

period to complete, and has to wait for the considerable delay from the consumption of
electricity generated by the nuclear fuel to {he payment for the cost at the completion of
the back￡nd, and finally that it has to prepare for the large EncertaiRty in the long future.

Federation of Electric Power Companies (FEPC) estimated the ￡otal cost as 18.8 trillion

yen (without discount) for 40‑yearDperation of Rokkasho Reprocessing Plant and the
associated fuel cycle back‑‑end busiflesses. About oRe third of the estimated cost is
related to the spent fuels that have already been discharged from the reactor cores. Part
of the money to compensate this fgture cost for the spen￡ fuels already out of the reactor
cores has not been collected from the customers of the gtilities becagse ￡hat has not been
allowed by the current regulation on the electricity rate.

Therefore an appropriate measure to correct the curren￡ situation is essential in
order to maintain the fuel cycle back‑‑end b"sinesses and to be fair to the nuclear power
generatioR in the liberalized market. A legal framework has to be established so {ha{ the
utilities are allowed to charge the current customers for the f"ture cost resulting from
using nuclear power generation, to keep the collected money safely and transparently, and
to use it flexibly in any gnforeseeable condition related to the flgclear fuel cycle sys￡em.

As for the stranded cost that is associated with the spent fuels already o"t of the
reactor cores and has Ro￡ been charged to the customers due to the current regulatioR, the
only way to collect the money is to illclude it in the electricity rate charged to the future
customers. If it were charged only to ￡he customers of the utilities that operate nuclear

power reac￡ors aRd the customers of the third party suppliers escaped the charge, this

wogld be seriously unfair since all of the former customers used more or less the nuclear

powerbeforethemarketisIiberalized. Itshouldbecollectedwidely.
As the result of the FEPC's st"dy that estimates the power generating cosf
including the fuel cycle back￡nd, the nuclear power is shown to be well competitive with
other power sources as long as it is stably operated for the base load. Under the legai

framework mentioned above, Japanese utilities would like to continue to promote the
nuclear power and fuel cycle businesses in the liberalized market and to coRtribute to the

Japanese energy policy of recycling plutonium.

Tak･ao Skiokeski
]NGaitaging Director aRd Editox ik Ckief
Tke To‑o Ntpgee Press, jageait
With the right hand extended in friendship, the left throws a punch.

This is my impression of the relationship between liberalized power markets
(competition) aRd back‑end projects (collaboration, coordination). In the village of
Rokkasho, where an unfavorable social wind blows from a series of construction faults,

utmost efforts are being made ‑ mainly by employees sent from the electric utility
companies ‑ to cemplete the nation's first nuclear fuel cycle facility.

It is, however, difficult to see what lies ahead in this nuclear fuel cycle project, in

part because, as the title suggests, how the back‑end projects should be carried out as a
whole is not clear.

The morning edition of the 7b‑o Nippo newspaper on March 27, 20e2, carried a
headline: "TEPCO Fails in Bidding to Suppiy Sendai, Outside its Service Area, But
Process Drives Down Prices." Under a system of partial liberalization of the electric
power retail market introduced in March 2000, Tokyo Electric Power Co. (TEPCO) had
attempted to enter the market outside of its original service area for the first time.

There is Rothing to criticize in TEPCO's act itself, because it was in accordance

with a policy change ofthe governmeRt. But there were many serious problems behind it.
Looking only from the front, Tohoku Electric Power, the winner, was forced to lower its

price aRd to then drastically cut its own costs. Shaking hands while locked in battle
requires some pajnful and distorted postuTes. If liberalization is pursued to the fullest,
the prize for the companies will be survival itsel￡

Which will affect back‑end projects, including fuel cycle projects, whose purpose
is collaboration and coopera{ioR.

The teR utility companies include the strong and the weak. With such players in
the same arena, competing against each other, "liberalization" means survival of the
fittest.

"It goes without sayiRg that liberalization benefits consumers." At least it is

common to think 1ike this. But from what I have seen since the "Sendai War" I don't

,

think we can be so s:re. Competition is necessary, as well as collaboration, but in order
to achieve it and its benefits further difficulties must still be overcome.

,

I wonder if the industry, the government and consumers each have the fortitude and

wisdom to get through it. The nation seems neither ￡o know about this, nor to be
informed well eRough.

Keeejg YtsmeajS

Professor of Gradrkate SckoeR
Tke Wgeiversity ef Tokyo, Sagek$

tt!k{]ugs}s‑.sg2gpe‑.l!E}SIZ‑.Sks!g]Lg±exE]xNgget,g{g]gS2kh g%7L S N ll Pg

‑ Shrinkage of assumed nuclear power capacity

(More than 100GWe nuclear power in 2000 was anticipated)
‑ Significant increase in assumed costs for reprocessing and MOX fuel fabricatioR

(Cost ofreprocessing was assgmed to be offset by the credits ofrecovered U and Pu)
‑ Suspension of breeder rector programs in US, UK, Germany, and France
‑ Increase in the number of Ruclear weapon countries
‑ Emergence of global warming issues as a real policy target

‑ Liberalization of power market
(from cost based tariff to competitive pricing)

Cka}gept esfortkeRokkaskoRe rocessgit ?Xant
‑ Economic value of PR is negative (flo definite plan to use recovered U)

‑ Reprocessing is not an economically reasonable recycle system of nuclear resources
‑ Function of reprocessing is the sarne as that of spent fuel storage; storage is a cheaper

optlon
‑ There are huge costs which were not collected in reserve, such as decommissioning cost
‑ Electric utilities are afraid of stopping reactor operations due to the accumglation of
spent fuels at reactor sites in case ￡hat they halt the Rokkasho project.

Reft raisaAof･tkeRogeefNeecieareseeell() cke
‑ Full scale Pu utilization makes nuclear almost gnlimited energy so"rce; but, {here are
other options available

‑ UraRium resources are enough at least by 2050; LWR realizes the benefits of fiuclear

power
‑ Restructuring long‑‑range R&D strategy is required with a focus on innovative
technolegies for reprocessing and breeders
Wkat skgeaRd be dogee ffer tke esgtwre

‑ The obsessioR "establishment of nuclear fuel cycle = reprocessing the all spent fuels"

shogld be modified
‑ Change the course: from reprocessing to spent fuel storage
‑ Keep an option for spent f"el disposal
‑ Public sector should support {he back‑eRd part after the storage of spent fgels

JeaR‑Sa￡ques Gaagergg
SeitEey Vice ?residekg
ggeteeritfttioeeag & Marketgitg

AREVA, ptrnnce
Reprocessing and recycling is today a mature indgstry. It provides a proven
solgtion co spent fuel management, allowing use of the energy remaining iR the fuel and
delivering sorted and conditioned gltirnate wastes safely stored waiting for the openiRg of
a geological reposi￡ory.

AREVA has been committed to developing this technology to an indastrial scale
and to operate i￡ safely and efficiently. As of today, AREVA operates the La Hague plant
and reprocessed more than 20,OOe t of LWR fuel.

AREVA comrnitment is also towards sustainable development and the concept of
continuous improvernent. La Hague is no exceptioA: operations have been constantly
improved, and efficiency and productivity gains have been achieved thaRks to careful
review of experience. In addition further innovations have been implemented, especially
in waste management: the curren￡ volume of conditioned waste per ton of spent fuel has

decreased from the design value of 3 m31t to less than O.5 m31t and they are all
conditioned in the same gniversal canister.

AREVA is preud to have transferred its technology 'to JNFL's Rokkasho‑raura
plaRt. The Technology Transfer agreement has from the beginning incl"ded a feed back of
experience; since then the long lasting and trustful relationship has further developed

between JNFL and AREVA and we are happy to further cooperate aRd support our
Japanese colleagues.
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"Civgg Sgciety aeed Nagcaear Egeergy"

Parg E: NPO/NGO Fgrssitk
"[firkese are esur gptggiatives for Ckapmgiitg ERviroptptgieitgaR, Egeergy,

aitd Neecgear ?egicies."

13:30‑15:30
Coordiitator
Yojiro Ikawa, Editorial Writer, The Yomiuri Shimb#n, Japan

As society becomes more diverse and issues more complicated, we see an
increasing tendeRcy for individuals and groups to put forward their own policy proposals,

at their own initiative, from their own particular points of view. On national
policy‑making, the number of NPOslNGOs speaking out on behalf of citizens has
increased.

In this session, representatives of NPOslNGOs ‑ organizations that routinely
gather information on policies on energy, nuclear energy and the environment, develop
positions and disseminate their thoughts ‑ will introduce their own activities and discuss

their views on issues of energy, nuclear use and the environment, augmented by comments
from specialists. It will be an opportunity for them to speak out and affect policies and
measures to be determined hereafter.
Even more specifically, in regard to decision‑making on nuclear‑‑related policies,
relationships between the government and nuclear siting areas, and information disclosure,
they will be invited to point out problems and propose policies from their points of view,
and to discuss related measures.

[ffe ggyagerove gke ()Rggxiage gkag S"rye$geds Neecgear Egeergy

‑ New ￠kkgkeages gff g03
Chiakg Aoeso
SSeeriitg Cogitmittee Member
gptgeevatieit of Sapait
gwtent aitd ebjecSlve of ggecorperatioge
The objective of the organization is to act to coAtribute to a better future for Japan as

its name implies. As an approach to this end, IOJ places aR emphasis on the issues of
energy that are especially serious and involve time coRsiraints. Its membership includes
a variety of people: specialists engaged in R&D in universities and research institutes,
veterans who wish to pass on their knowledge and experiences, business people, educators

aRd college students. There are also people who hope for the development of their
communities and who are concerned about the future of the country. Members have
joined IOJ with a hope to realize their thoughts to make a better society by means oftheir

number and form.

Egeergy EdecaSgen
Right energy education is indispensable to make it possible for maRy people to share a

comprehensive and appropriate decision on nuclear energy that attracts a great deal of

attention for good or ill. IOJ has started to hold workshops ("IOJ Chikyuu Club" ‑IOJ
Intellectual Curiosity CIub) (free of charge) for students ofjunior high schools, high

schools and colleges with the support of the o:tstanding expertise aRd experiences of

voluRteer members.
The following courses have been held so far:

e Nuclearfusion‑afutureenergy
e Aspectsofhigh‑temperaturesuperconductivity
e Electricityisproducedlikethis. Forenvironmentalissues,

e Developmenttha￡doesnotdestroyNatgre
e Whatisglobalwarining?
" Crisis of wildlife and gs. These courses received favorable comments. It is
planned to extend the project in terms of regions and number of times as a series of

programs.
?regeesal gf Pgggcies

If the energy edgcation is a loRg haul focusing on the future, a proposal of policy is a

timely operation to act at the right time. There are issues that caR only be commented by
experts such as incidents at NPPs, Pu‑thermal plaRs and reprocessing, but general public

also has something to say. If an independent and neutral NPO comes into the
conventional framework of policy settings composed of the government, electric utilities,
host municipalities and local residents, it will be possible for each of lls to take interest in

and bear the responsibility for securing the lifeline. It is the wish of the organization to

contribute to stirring up public opinion through outgoing cemmunications as well as to
deepen the debate among its 1,600 members (as of March).

"Middle term" between whe knows and wko doeswa't
I don't know exactly what it is, but it looks terrible ‑‑‑ humans have got over such a

sense of fear of something unknown in the history. The distortion has become
aggravated in the case of nuclear energy since the level at which it is surmounted varies

greatly from person to person. What is really terrible? What should be done? Who
acts as a link between who knows and who doesn't? If good answers are not found, a
new form of organization may do it well. To understand, to discuss aRd to propose.
Changing the climate from an emotional, either‑or discussion that only seeks for a
simplistic answer of for or against to a scientific, rational discussion, we believe that is
exactly the direction IOJ should take.

CeEgaKgR"pmgcagfieges begweege Elieckricigy PredgcgRoit aptd Cepts"eexgeeg Areas

Etsesko Akiba
President, ASCA Eltergy esor"m, Japait

<ActMties of ASCA Energy Forum>
ASCA Energy Forum was originally founded in 2001 as a group of advisory specialists

for consumers' affairs who were strongly interested in energy issues. It held seven
meetings called "ERergy Talk Salon" in Fukushima, Kashiwazaki, Aomori and other cities,
where nuclear related facilities are located, to provide a place where cjtizens living in

electricity production area and in consuming area could talk frankly about power
generation problems with each other. These experiences made us realize the vital
importance of communication.
We have realized that advisory specialists for consumers' affairs, acting as a link
between consumers and enterprisesladministrative agencies, should also play a role of
mediator in communication on energy issues. We, aiming at making our organization an

accredited NPO under the NPO Law to reinforce its activities, applied to the Tokyo
Metropolitan Govemment. It was certified as such in November 2003.
It is our hope to call on consumer groups interested in energy issues across the couRtry
in the near future to join us and enlarge the citizens' network for energy.

<Lessons learned from the exchange meetings>
Consumers living in the consuming areas who have little interest in energy are apt to

raise questions about energy, while consumers in the producing areas who have a great
deal ofinterest and knowledge reply to them. That was common in all the meetings. At
almost every exchange meeting, citizens living in the production areas say, "We hope the
people living in the consuming areas will learn to care more about energy." On the other
hand, the people from the consuming area reflect on their lack ofinterest in it and become
more aware of the importance of using electricity with care.
‑ The words of citizens of the same level are persuasive.

‑ It is jmportant for the consumers to leam from their mutual exchange meeting.
‑ It is necessary to arouse strong interest in and also enlighten the consumers within the

energy consummg areas.
‑ It is significant to make proposals and suggestions based on the outcome of the
discussions to the government and utilities.

<Importance of consumers' information seRding>

It is necessary for us, consumers of energy, to take stronger interest in energy issues,
gather related information in an active manRer and understand them correctly, not to Ieave
them in the hands of specialists and experts. It is also essential for us to take par￡ in

policy‑making positively and voice our opinions. To this end, the government and
electric utilities is required to provide the people with detailed information on energy
issues easy to understand for them through interactive communication and it is important
to provide a place where everyone can speak out on the energy issues freely.

Seekgng ffgif a Nee￡gear PifggcygmiakEgeg ?rg￡ess $peee gg gke peebggc

Akifumi Ueda
Representative
￠itizeit's Scieptce gptgtgative 3agean

My organization, "Citizen's Science Initiative," is conducting research aRd
investigation with the primary role by ordinary citizens in six fields of interest: life

manipulation, space development, electromagnetic waves, nanotechnology, food and
radiation exposure. Its aim is to clarify 1) how the citizens can reflect their opinions in

the appropriate control process of policymaking aAd research & development in the
science and technology arena, 2) how objectively they canjudge the negative aspects and
risks of technologies and reduce them and 3) with what specific reforms of the society
they should begin towards a target society.

If we look at the energy environment in Japan, Japan's nuclear policy has a number

of problems unsolved including the surplus plutonium inanagement, the fiAal disposal of
high‑level radioactive wastes and cost‑intensive structure of electric utilities pressing

their business management. In addition, a series of recent RBclear scandals such as the
JCO's critical acciden￡ and the TEPCO's informatioR falsification have caused the decline
of nation's reliability on nuclear power. It is becoming inevitable to review aRd re‑steer
the conventional nuclear policy of expansion.

Mega‑technologies tend to depend their control more and more oR the specialists.
Furthermore, their inherent features of costliness caus' e the inflexible financial structure.

Decentralized control systems become impractical, leading to decision‑making and
management controlled by the centralized authorities.

Having these perspectives, how should we open up a "dialogue with the nation" for

a better energy policy? The citizeRs themselves should be more conscious and change
their living habits in order to solve energy problems. Assuming these standpoints, I will
try to identify three key issues that require an examination with citizens' participation.

L

Evidently the cttrrent energy policies such as the "Basic Program for Energy Supply

and Deinand" and the "Long‑Term Energy Supply and Demand Outlook," which have
premised economic growth, should be reviewed, coRsidering tha￡ the load mitigatien of
the environment and the secgred sustainability (as well as the dissolution of gneven

wealth distribution worldwide) be the right path to take. It is necessary for us to
demonstrate which aspec￡s in the daily life are most energy‑intensive and how we can
achieve to lower the coRsgmption level gradually without degrading the quality of life

while keepiflg rationality. To design a desirable energy plan by citizens themselves

through a mechanism such as a "Consens"s Conference" may work to awake their

consciousness about energy issues. The key issue would be how the energy
policymaking process could be opened up to the public. Exclusiveiy councils and
committees of specialists currently control the process and eveil the discussions in the

Parliament are constrained.
2.

Necessary to recognize is that the whole picture and actual conditions of radiation
over‑‑exposure cases are not fully disclosed including the past serious accidents, nor
current safety standards have full rational basis. (See, e.g., "2003 Recommendations of

the ECRR ‑European Committee on Radiation Risk") Uranium mines, which is a major
radiation exposure origin, radioactive substances coRtained in gaseous and liquid
effluents discharged from nuclear power plants or occupational exposures of nuclear

workers are not well covered by mass media. Should radioactive contamination and
radiation exposure be accepted to some extent, the actual circumstances must be fully
disclosed and the adequacy ofrisk acceptability m"st be on the agenda.
3.

What the citizens should take serious note are the disparities between the people in
the urban areas (the electricity consllmption centers) and the rural areas (which assume

the risks of nuclear accidents), and between the contemporary generations
(beneficiaries of electricity production) and the future generations (who have to
succeed negative legacy of radioactive wastes). In the circumstances of increasing

interregional and intergenerational communications in the deceRtralized and core
family societies, it Lt important not to taboo discussing the nuclear related issues.

Apt Opege Dffsc"ssgege gs Needed fer N"￡gear Pggicy‑gxikkgptg
Mer tke Reafigsgfic aitd S"staggeabae Eitengy PeEa￡y

Mika Obayaski
Direetor
gptstitwte for Sustaiptable Eitergy Pogicies, Japait
Nuclear power policy of Japan is now facing a big turning point after being driven

as a national policy since the mid‑1950s. In the social circumstances of the stagnated
electricity demand growth and the electricity market liberalization, large‑scale expansion
of nuclear power is losing its economic advantages.

Concurrently, local communities become more and more antipathetic to the nuclear
policy, which the government and electric utilities have bulldozed. Nuclear iRdustries in

Japan have to cope with various problems ahead, including the responsibility to prevent

nuclear proliferation in the international communities, penetration of comfort aRd
reduction of risks in local communities, or fiexible electricity businesses.

Another issue just ahead of us is the commencement of service at the Rokkasho
reprocessing facility. The nuclear fuel cycle, which has been advocated as the core pillar

of the Japanese nuclear policy, has been pursued with full plutonium utilization in fast
breeder reactors. But since the Japan's prototype fast breeder reactor "MoRju" experienced
an accident in 1995, the fast breeder reactor recycle program has been stalled. Utilization
of plutonium in thermal reactors in the form of MOX fuels is lately advocated, as if it were

the original and intrinsic objective. Plutonium utilization in thermal reactors is very

doubtful ecoBomically as well as from the standpoint of an efficient utilization of
resources.

It is high time to reconsider the Japanese nuclear policy with the active test
operation ofthe Rokkasho plant foreseen for next year, is it not?

ge@ffvvaffd g$ ￠$eesgereecggoit gff a New SysgeEkk ffgff Neecgeage [ifeckgeeRggy by
Paffggcfigeagggit gff gke RegivgeaR geesgdiekgs

eeireakg Kaskivygeya
geegereseeetRtgve
EmevgrogegggegetkX G$a¥diga$ gff (}AgA, 3ageage
IntroductioR

NPO Foundation E6G (Environmental Guardiafl of Gaia) authorized by Aomori
Prefecture in Sept. 2000 has performed a fixed si{e measurement of environmental
neB{rons by the instruction of Prof. Kazuhisa Komura, Kanazawa University since 2001.

The NPe EGG has organized Gaia Aoimori Energy Forurn 2002 (keynote address:
Hiranuma Minister of Economy and Indtts￡ry) at Rokkasho Village and Mutsu City in
Peninsula Shimokita, Gaia Aoiniori Energy Forum 2003 (keynote address: Hiranuma

Minis￡er of Economy and Industry) at Rokkasho Village and Mutsu City in Penin.
Shimokita, and Gaia Aoimeri Energy For"m 2004 (keynote address: Shoichi Nakagawa
Minister of Econbmy and Industry) at Aomori City, and has proposed a new image of the
Peninsula as a not only an Nuclear Peninsula in Japan, but also as a general energy base ifi

Asia since 2e02.
Measuremefl{s of efivironmental neutrons by the regional residents

It has beefi heard that Prof. Kaz:hisa Komura, Kanazawa University, had made a
preclse
measgrernent of leaked neutrofis iR she neutron criticality accideflt at {he Tokai Factory of

3CO for coflverting nuclear fuels by means of ultra low background garnma‑ray
spectroscopy of radioactive Ag‑198 formed by neutron capture of Au‑197 (natural gold),

afid we have tho"ght that the fixed si￡e measurements of environmental neutrons at
Rokkasho village should be staxted before operation of facilkies for burnt nuclear fuel
recycling and nuclear fgel converting. Under a strong convic￡iofi for making regional
society that a level of region does not go beyond a level of intelligence of the residents,
we have concluded that only a power up of science li{eracy among the residents leads us
to safety of the region, and have started measurements of environmefl{al neutrons. The

measurements are not a daily moni￡oring, but correspond to the well known long‑term
meas"rements over several ten years of carbon dioxide in the air at Hawaii by Dr.
Keeliflg.

Discgssion
Problems attrib"ted to a kuman error have happefied at tke nuclear facilities, for

example, water leakage of a cooling pool for bgrnt ngclear fuels from nuclear power
stations. gn a collection of opinions, "Forward to Peflinsula Shirr}okita ofsafety and relief"

by the Aomori Prefecture Policy Marketing Commit{ee, a following comment is seen:

"Nuclear facilities are important as places for employment, but it does not leads us to
relief to leave safety to others. The residents must not be what are simply taught. The best
policy for safety is participation of the resideRts. The residents with science literacy and

with eyes of judgmeBt are able to create the safety in the region." Activity for
participation and understanding of the residents to utilization of nuclear power for their
own happiness is a royal load to the safety in the region. This is the reason for necessity

of the power‑up of science literacy among the residents. The construction of the systems
for measurements of environmentai Reutrons is a definite example of participation of the
residents. This kind of scientific activities of the residents lead themselves to their own

relieves in the region. Importance and significance of the measurements is extremely
great.

Conclusion
As it has beell safe today aRd it will be safe tomorrow, if days go safe in the region,
the residents will be lead to confidence to the nuclear facilities and relief in the region.
Safety is not what to be given, bgt what to be created by their own scientific acfivities as

measurements. In the real world where "a crisis of environment" is discussed and they
must rely on the nuclear power, it is greatly significant that constr"ction of the systems
for nuclear technology by participation ofthe residents is promoted step by step iR the site

of nuclear facilities. The da￡a obtained in the measurements have been presented every

year at "Workshop of Environmental Radioactivity" orgaRized by High Energy
Accelerator Research Organization, Tsukuba since 2002.

Sgabite Seegepty tcgedi Pgeeseffvaeggk gff gke Gggbag EitvRxggeiixRegeg

Koji SakaEg}o#e
Dgrector
socgag kged ggedssstrgag poggcy Deget.
geederaeiege of EgecSrg￡ Pewer geegkted gptd"sSry Werkers' Uitioges of japait

Given the vulnerability of its energy supply structure, Japan m"st confront the need to
increase its energy self‑sgfficiency, for which the development and utilization of energies
o￡her than fossil fuels must be actively carried out. However, it would be difficult on a
long‑term basis to ensure stable and inexpensive sgpplies of convenient energy sources

such as electricity by using wind power, solar power or other reRewable energies. Global
environmental concems also dictate that fossil fuels not be burned without limitations.

Necgear Power GeneraSgopt
Nuclear power generation should be identified as an important and indeed inevitable
power source, for i￡s long‑term ability to provide a stable energy supply and to help

preserve the global environment, and should be promoted actively along with the
establishment of the nuclear fuel cycle.

Rigorous attitudes in safety matters are required, giveR the fact that the people's sense
ofsafety and security grow ultimately out ofsafety at the workplace.

Reitewabie Emergies
Because renewable energies will, by definition, never be depleted, have excellent
environmental characteristics, and are purely domestic (that is, do not depend on imports),

should be affirmatively introduced in Japan, which has limited energy resources.
"Renewables" should, however, be prornoted with recognition of the need for balance
among all available energy sources, as there are enresolved issues with renewables
including supply stability and cost.

Carbon‑free hydrogen production technology from production to use should be
developed for hydrogen energy systems to be used.
Eitergy Cegeservtsgieee

Energy conservation should be an embedded element iR people's lives and industrial

activities. It should be promoted by promoting development of energy conservation
technology and efficient "se of energy, rather than by restraining demand or limiting
consumptlon.
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l5:45‑17:30
Coerdgxator:
Yoshiko Tsuchiya, Freelance Newscaster, japan

What is wealth? The values ofseciety and the views ofindividuals are changing
and becomiRg more diversified. Some people wish to live "slow" lives ‑ comfortable,
conservative, expending little energy, enjoying nature ‑ in contras￡ to the "fast" life of

efficiency and convenience. Believing that economic activities alone do fio￡ rnake a
society, some business people are putting more emphasis on caring for children and the
elderly, and on volunteerism. Municipalities are posting the slogan: "No need to push

ourselves." AnawarenessrevolutioR,anevvsenseofvalues,hasbeenborn.
On nuclear and energy issues, among others, it is importaflt Aot only ￡o seek
solutions based on traditional views of growth, security, and C02 redgctioR, but to
consider the truly new values arising out of indlvidual life preferences and from diverse
segmeRts of civil society.

In this session, Part II, along with continuing discussions from Part I, reports and

comments on the values born in individual consciousness and the lives of citizens will be

aired, especially from women's viewpoints. Then all participants, including the general
public, will consider and exchange opiAiofls on how sgch new sensibilities relate to and
infiuence nuclear and energy issues.
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TakashiOkamuraisPresidentandCEOofToshibaCorporation,Oneefthewerld'sleading
manufacturersofelectricalandelectricalandelectronicproductsandsystems.

Mr.OkamurawasborniRTokyoin1938andgraduatedinLawfromtheUniversityof'Iic}kyoin1962.
He received his MBA from the Graduate School of Business at the University of Wlsconsin in 1973. He
jeined Toshiba in l962 and was assigned te the Instrument and Automation Divlsion, the first move

towardacareerdevotedtodeliveringessentialsystemssupportingadvancedsocialinfrastmcture.
Achievements in that career include launching the first digital instrumentation control systems, which

establlshedToshlbaasaforceinahighgrowtharea.
Since his appointment as President and CEO in June 2000, Mr. Okarnura has vigoreusly promoted use
of six‑sigma methodelogy to revitalize Toshiba's corporate culture and operations and steered the
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company to become a complex corporation acyive ln three essential business domains: industry and
society, the individual, and components, In 2001 Mr. Okamura launched the 'Ol Action Plan, an

Tada$hi Okamura

ambitionusseriesofreforrnsforprofitabilitycenteredonintenstaedcompetitivenness,atreamlined
management and corporate inltiatives.

Mr.Okamuraplayedr'ugbyatuniversityandafterjoiningToshiba,andfinallyhunguphisbootsatthe
age of 40. Today he is a keen holiday golfer. He is married te Hiroko and they have a son and a daughter.
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Engineer of Section 18, Deputy Head of Department of Reactor Engineering, Vice

President

Kang

Rixin

1972 WorkingintheProjectManagingSectionofYangzhuangElectriclrrigatingPlant,
Datong County, Shanxi Province
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Education:
B. S. Degree in Mechanical Engineering from the University of Villanova, Havana
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M. S. in Nuclear Engineering
Ph.D. in Nuclear Engineering Sciences from the Universlty of Florida

A Fellow of the American Nuclear Society, the Arnerican Society ef Mechanical Engineers and tke
American Association for the Advancement of Science
Professiona lCareer:

2003
1996
‑v 1996

Chairman of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
Commissioner with the NRC
Prefessor of Nuclear Engineering Sciences at the University of Florida

Directorofthe lnnovative Nuclear Space PowerInstitute (INSPI)
President and Principal Engineer of Florida Nuclear Associates, Inc.

Director of iNSPI for the Ballistic Missile Defense Organization, DoD

Nils J. Diaz

Associate DeaB for Research at the California State University

Principal Advisor to Spainrs Nuclear Regulatory Commission
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Date of Birth: February 21, 1937

Education March, 1959 Graduated from Faculty of Law, Nagoya University
Professional Career:

1959 JoinedNGKInsulators,Ltd,

1983 AMemberoftheBoardofDirector
ManagingDirector

1987
1991
1994
2002

ewlr.t...

ma

ExecutiveManagingDirectQr
President&ChiefExecutiveOfueer
Chairman&ChlefExecutiveOfucer

Organizational and Oracial Positions:

1995
2001
2eol
2002
2eo3
2003
2003

'J',."t.t'tt'

x
Masaharu Shibata

Executive Member of the Board of Directors, Chttbu Economic Federatlon

Chairman,AichiEmployers'Association
Chairperson,AichiPublicSafetyCommission
ViceChairman,JapanBusinessFederation
Mernber of Fiscal System Council, Ministry of Finance
Member of Labour Policy Council, Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare
Member of Postal Services Council, Ministry of Public Management, Home Affairs, Posts and

2003

Telecommunications
TemporaryMemberoftheSubcommitteeforEvaluationofjapanExternalTradeOrganization,

2003

Incorporated Administrative Agency Evaluation Committee, Ministry of Economy, 'Il'ade and Industry
Consulat Honoraire de France a Nagoya

Medal of Honor:

1998

Commandeurdel'OrdredeLeopold,IgngdemofBelgium

KATO Kideki, after graduating from KYoto University (Department of Economics) in 1973, had
served as a governmental oMcial in the Ministry of Finance from 1974 to 1996.
ew‑‑･･emsc

Afterhequittedhisservice,hefouBdedanadvocacytypethink‑tankjapaninitiativeinApril1997.
probablythefirstindependentandnotforprofitthinktankwhichformulatespoliciesincluding
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administrative reforni, social insurance system, and national and lecal fiscal system.
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Heaimstobui}dupabroadnetworkofreform‑mindedexpertsandtorealizepoliciesbyconducting
civil carnpaigns. He regardsJapan Initiative as the key place to bring people tegether and rebuild the
country.

He is a professor of Keio University (faculty of policy management) and publishes several books:

Comparative studies ofSocio‑economi￠ Systems in Asian Ceunnies (Toyo Keizai, 1996),Financial
Market and Global Environment (Diamend Press, 1997),Citizen and Bureaucrats (Kodansha, l999).

Hideki Kato

as,stg.

Education:

1963
1968

Graduated from the University of Tokyo
Ph. D. in cherriical engineering in 1968 from Graduate School of Chemical Engineering,

UniversityofTokyo.
Professional Career:

1968‑‑1984
1984‑‑2001
1995‑v1998

Lecturer, Associate Professor at the Institute of Industrial Science, University of Tokyo

Currentiy

Professor at the University ef the Air, Special Programme Adviser to UNU in academic

Professor, tke Institute of Industrial S￠ience, University of 'Iiokyo.

Director General, the Institute of Industrial Science, University of Tokyo.
activlties.

Research Fields:

Adsorption science/technology, water quality control

Motoyuki Suzuki

vegetation modeling, bioassay by using mammalian cells.

Cv ‑5

technologies, water quality modeling,
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Al<ihiko Tanaka is Professor of lnternational Politics and is currently the Director of the Institute of

ge

Oriental Culture, the University ef Tokyo. He obtained his B.A in lnternational Relations at the
University of Tokyors College of Arts and Sciences in 1977 and his Ph.9. in Political Science at
}sllassacltusetts Institute of Technology in 1981. N{r. Tanakars specialties include theories of
international pelitics, contemporary international relations in East Asia, aRd issues in Japan‑U.S.
relations. He has numerous books and articles in Japanese and English including The New Middle
Ages: The World System in the 21st Century ('Ibkyo: The lnternational House ofJapan, 2002).

'x
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Akihiko Tanaka

esttk

Education:

1976
1986

Graduated fi‑om Department ef anthropology, Faculty of Science, the University of 'I'okyo

Doctor ofScience <the University ofTokyo)

Professional Career:

g

1980'v1982 WildlifeResearchOMcer,MinistryofNaturalResourceandTourism,Tanzania
1987‑"1990 ResearchAssociateatDepai'tmentofAnthropologytheUniversityofTokyo.
1987A‑1989 VisitingresearcheratDepartrnentofZoologytheUniversityofCambridge

ag.vawasg.ma

gre..as
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(fundecl by the British Ceuncil)

1990‑'1995 Associateprofessor,Facultyofjurisprudence,SenshuUniversity
1992, 1994 Visltingassociateprofessor,DepaitmentofAnthropology,YaleUniversity
1996‑v1999 Professor,FacultyefJurisprudence,SenshuUniversity
ww

2000 Professor,SchoolofPoliticalScienceandEconomics,WasedaUniversity

Mariko Na$egawa

Date of Birth: April 1, l933

Education:

1955 KyuslaulnstituteofTechnelogy
Occupatiortal Cat'eer:

l955‑‑1959
1959
1983‑‑1996
1996‑‑

Engineer, the 'Ibkyo Metropolitan Government
Joined The Yorniuri Shimbun

EditorlalWrlter,TheYomiurlShimbun
Research Advisor of Central Research Institute of Electric Power

Industry (Member, Transport Technology Council),(Member, Transport Technology
Council)
Publlcations:

1975 NuclearPowerandEnvironment,ed.andco‑author,TheYomiuriShimbunsha,'Ibkyo

Ma$ao Nakamura

1976 MeteerelogicalResources,Kodansha,Tol<yo
1982 MeteorolegicalEconomics,PHPInstitute,Tokyo
1985 PeepleandTechnologythatsupportJapan,co‑author,BungeiSlruniushaTolryo

1987 Columbus'sEgg,Kodansha,Tokyo
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Date of Birth: March 19, 1947
PresentPosition:
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SeniorAssociateVicePresident
CentralResearchInstitttteofEle￠tricPowerindttstry(1970N)

wa

x

Academic Background:
Ph.D., Public Administration, International Christian University
M.S,, Public Administration, Internatlonal Christian University

SpecializedProfessionalCompetence:
PublicUtiIityEconomics,ElectricUtilityManagement
Books:

"LiberalizationefElectricMarkets"(Japanese>,NihonKogyoNewspaperPress(1994) .
"DeregttlatoryReformsoftheElectricitySupplyIndttstry,"QttorumBooks,Westport,ConnecticutAELondon<1997)
"Electric Restructuring" <Japanese),Toyokeizai Shimposha (1998)
"Big‑bang in Electricity Markets in the World" qapanese),Toyokeizai Shimposha (1999)
"Energy Security" (Japanese>,Toyokeizai Shimposha (2002)
"ReconsiderationofElectricRestructuring" <japanese),IEbyokeizaiShimposha (2004)
etc.

Masayuki Yajima

Others:

LectureronEconomicsofRegulationatGakushuinUniversity

(1994‑1997)

Lecturer on Public Utllity Economics at Keio University (1996)

LectureronPublic(JtilityEconornicsatHitotubashiUniversity
NationalInterpreter'slieenseforGermanIanguage
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Year of Birth: 1929

Academic Career:

1951 B,S.inChemistryfromTol<yoBunril<aUniversity(nowTsukubaUniversity>
1954 CompletedspecialresearchcourseatTokyoBunrikaUniversity
1957 Doctor'sdegreeinScienceatTekyoBuRrikaUniversity
1958 to 1959

StudiedatthelawrenceRadiationLaboratoryattheUniversityofCaliforniaatBerkeley
Professional Career:
Mitsubishi Metal Corporation (now the Mitsubishi Materials Corp.)
1954

1976
1978
1992
1994
2000
2003

General Manager, Nuclear Energy Department, Mitsubishi Materials Corp,
Director, Mitsubishi Materials Corp.
Executive Vice President,. Mitsubishi Materials Corp.

PresideRtandCEO,MitsubishiMaterialsCorp.
Chairman, Mitsttbishi Materials Corp,
Director, Executive Advisor, Mitsubishi Materials Corp.

Public Ocaces and Other Positions:
Seived a key position as a member ef the commissiens of the Ministry of Economy, 'Il‑ade and Industry, the
Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology, the Cabinet Orace, the Committee on Enertgy

Yumi Akimoto

and Resources, Japan Business Federation, the Japan Association of Corporate Executives, the Japan Atemic
Industrial Forum,Inc. <JAIF),theJapan Atornic Energy Relations Organization GAERO),the Central Research
Institute of Electric Power Industiy (CRIEPI), the Japan Institute of Orace Autemation, the Research Institute ef

Innovative'IlechnologyfortheEarth(ruTE)andtheUnionofOrganizationonScienceand"Ibchnology

ee
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Date of Birth: September 22, 1937

Education:

swee

ee

tee.
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1961 GraduatedFromFacultyofEngineering
Electrical Engineering Course, The University of Tokyo
Occupation:

1961 3oinedTokyoElectricPewerCompany
1991 Superintendent,Kashiwazaki‑KariwaNuclearPowerPlant
1995 Director, Deputy Executive General Manager, Nuclear Pewer Division and Engineering
Research & 9evelopment Division

1997 Directer,9eputyExecutiveGeneralManager,NuclearPowerDivision
1997 Director, Depttty Executive General Manager, Nuclear Power Division and Plant Siting &

EnvironinentDivision
1998 StandingAuditor

1999 RetiredfromTokyoElectricPowerCompany

Ma$ao Takuma

1999
2eOO
2001
2003

SenierManagingDirector,JapanAtomicIndustrialForurn,lnc.galF)
ExecutiveManagingDirector,JAIF
Thevice‑chairperson,'I:heAESJEthicsCommittee
VicePresident,AtomicEnergySocietyofjapan

Year of Birth: 1935

Education:

1959

Graduated frorn Department of Chemistry, College of Engineering, Nihon University

Professlonal Career:

1959
1975
1977
l988
1996
2000

Joined The Sankei Shimbun
Senior Editor (envirenrnent, science and technology)
Editorial Writer (envlronment, science and technology,justice, police)
Deputy Editor in Chief
Acting Editor in Chief

Advisory Editor

Othcial Post:

Niroshi lida

1993‑‑2000
1995‑‑2eOO
2002

Special Member of Cemmittee for Policy Planning, Central Environment Council

'IbchnicaiMemberofCommitteeforInternationalCooperation,AtomicEnei:gyCemmission
Member of Evaluation Committee on the wrong examination process of check records

ofTokyoElectricPowerCempany
Others
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Date ofBirth January1, 1942

.S."v
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Education

1966 BachelorofScience,DepartmentofNuclearEngineenng,KyotoUmversity
1967 LeftMasterCourseofNuclearEngineering,KyotoUmversity

x
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Occupatsonal career

ee

1967
1997
2001
2004

JoinedHitachiLtd,HitachiWorksFirstSection,NuclearPowerPlantEngmeeringDept
ManagingOficer,GeneralManagerNuclearPowerSystemsDivision
CorporateOracer,SemorChiefEngmeer,Corperate'I'echnology,Power&IndustrialSystems
CorporateOeecer,SeniorChlefEngineer,Corporate'Ilechnology,PowerSystems

esj
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Present Position

Corporate Othcer, Senior Chief Engineer, Cerperate Technology Power Systems, Hitachi, Ltd

Akira Kawahara

ny

DateofBirth Febi‑uary18,1941
Educatson

1963 GraduatedfromOSAKAUNIVERSIflY,SchoolofEngineenng
1965 Graduated frorn OSAKA UNIVERSITY, Graduate School ef Engineermg, Master of Nuclear

Engineering

as

Professional Career

#,t ･u

1965 JoinedTHEKANSAIELECTORICPOWERCO,INC (IGIPCO)

1978
1979
1981
1981
1983

Manager,TechnicalSection,MIHAMAPowerPlant,KEPCO
Manager,NuclearFuelManagernentSecinon,FUKUINuclearPowerOrace,I<EPCO
Manager,NuclearFuelDivision,KEPCO
Manager,ReprocessingSechon,NuclearFuelDivision,KEPCO
Manager,CoreManagementSection,NuclearPowetManagementDiv!sion,KEPCO

l985 Manager,NewYorl<Orace,KEPCO

l986 DeputyGeneralMafiager,NuclearPowerManagementDivision,KSPCO
1989 GeneralManager,NuclearFuel9ivision,KEPCO
1992 GeneralManager,NuclearPowerPlanningDivision,I<EPCO

Tetsuji Ki$hida

1995 ExecutiveOMcer,KEPCO
1997 Director,KEPCO
1999 ManagingDirector,KEPCO

2003 Director&ExecutiveVice‑President,KEPCO

Date of Birth June 6, 1946
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Education

1965 GraduatedfromMaebashiTechnicalKighSchool
Professional Career

1965 EnteredTokyoEIectricPowerCornpanyLtd
1991 Chief of Executive Coinmittee, Saitama Branch Osuce, Tokyo Electric Powei Company
Workers' Union
1997 Deputy Chief of Central Executive Committee, Kead Oeece, Tokyo Electric Power Cornpany

Workers' Union
2002 ChiefofCentralExecutiveCommittee,lleaiOthce,TokyoElectmcPowerCompanyWerkers'

Umon

Yoshikazu Sasaoka

2002 President,Federa"onefElectricPowerRelatedIndustryWorkers'UniensofKantoDistrict
2002 VicePresident,FederationofElectricPowerRelatedIndustryWoikers'UnionsofJapan
20e3 Pres!dent,FederationofElectricPowerRelatedIndustryWorkers'UnionsofJapan
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Date of Birth: September 18, 1944

Educatlon:

1970 GradttatedfromKyotoU niversity,

Master in Engineering

Professional Career:
(MI'II)
1970 EnteredtheMinistryofInternationalTradeandlndustry
1984 Director,'I'echnologyResearchandInformationDivision , Agency of Industrlal Science and
TechBolegy (AISI')

Yoshihiko Sasaki

1986
1990
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2eol
2001

Chief Representative, Sydney ofice, New Energy and Industrial Technology 9evelopment
Director, Nuclear Power Division, Agency of Natural Resources and Energy (ANRE)
Director, Technology Prometion Division, AIST
Director, Electric Power Facility Divlsion, ANRE
Director, Regional Bureau Administrabon Division, MITI
Deputy Director‑General forTechnology Affairs (Research Affairs),AIsc

Deputy Director‑General, Environment Agency
Director‑General, Tohoku Bureau of Internatienal Trade and Industry, MITI
Deputy Director‑General, AlglRE
Director‑General for Technology Policy Coordination, Minister's Secretariat

MITI was reorzganized as the Ministry of Economy, Trade and lndustry (METD
Directer‑General, Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency, ME[I]I

Charles Dugger has participated in the nttclear industiy for thirtyLfour years. He began his nuclear

career in the U.S. Navy nuclear power program. Mr. Dugger has served as the Operations Manager at
Grand Gulf Nuclear Station, the General Manager of Operations at the Waterford‑3 nuclear statien, slte
Vlce President at the Waterford‑3 nuclear statlon, site Vice President at the Pilgrim nuclear station and

is currently the Vice President, Nuclear Operations at the Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) in
Washington, D.C.
Mr. Dugger holds a Bachelor of S cience degree and has been licensed at several nuclear units as a
senlorreactoroperator.

Charles M. Dugger

Year of Birth: 1940

Education:

1964

x
E

1966

Faculty of Engineering, University of Tol<yo

1969
,eq.SR;."

Graduated frorn Department of Naval Engineerlng, Faculty of Engineering, University of
Telryo
Graduate for Master of Nuclear Engineering Degree, Departrnent of Nuclear Engineering,

Graduate for Doctor's Degree of Nuclear Engineering, Department of Nuclear
EngineeriRg, Faculty of Engineering, University of Tokyo

%
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Kenzo Miya

Academlc
1969
1972
1982
1997
2eol‑‑
2ool‑‑
2001‑‑

Career:
Research Institute of Nippon Steel Corporation, Ltd.

AsseclateProfessor,FacultyofEngineering,UniversityofTol<yo
Professor,FacultyofEngineering,UniversityofTokyo
Professor, Graduate School of Engineering, University of Tokyo
Special Researcher, japan Atomic Energy Research Institute

PresidentofInternationalInstituteofUniversaHty
Professor, Keio University

ProfessorEmerltus,UniversityofTokyo
Served a}so as Visiting Professor including at University of Maryland and Cornell
University. Actively contributed as a Commissioner to various governmental/ academic
cornmissions like the Japan Society ef Mechanical Engineering, the Atornic Energy Society
ofJapan, Cryogenic Association ofJapan or governmental institutions.
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Date of Birth: July 26, 1942

Education:

1961A‑1965 FacultyofEngineering,TheUniversityofTokyoAwardedthedegreeofBEinNuclear

Engineering
1965‑‑1967 FaultyofEngineering,ThegniversltyofTokyeAwardedthedegreeofMEinNuclear
Engineering
1967‑‑1970 FacultyofEngineering,IIIheUnlversityofTokyoAwardedthedegreeofDEinNuclear
Engineering
Occupational Experience:

1970'v1971 hecturer,DepartmentofNuclearEngineering

'lheUniversityofTokyo

1971‑‑1984 AssociateProfessor,DepartmentofNuclearEngineering
The Universlty of Tokyo
1984"‑1986 Professor,Nuc]earEngineeringResearchLaboratery
The University of Tel<yo
1986N1993 Professor,DepartmentofNuclearEngineering

Shunsuke Koncto

TheUniversityofTokyo
1993"‑ Profossor,DepartmentefQuantumEngineeringandSystemsScience,

Tlie University ofTokyo (Change ofDepartment'sname)
l999‑‑‑2002 Director,ResearchCenterforNuclearScienceandTechnelogy
The University ef Tokyo

2004.1.6 Chairman,AtornicEnergyCommission

Prof. Dr. Makoto Takeuchi was born in Tokyo in 1933. He completed the postgraduate school at the
Tekyo University of Education with a doctorate in literature. His main research field is history of Edo
Era culture and history of cities in early modern age.

ee
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Befbre he becarne Director of Edo Tokyo Museurn, he served as principal researcher at the Tokugawa
Institute for the H}story of Forestry, asseciate professor with Shinshu University, and professor with

Tokyo Gakugei University. His ether positions include Professor Emeritus of Tokyo Gakugei
Unlversity, Director of Tokugawa lnstitute for the History of Forestry, Vice Chairman of japanese
Association Qf Museums, etc.
Dr. Takeu￠hi wrete a number oi books and articles abottt: Edo and Osaka; citizensr lives in Genroku

wa

es

days in Edo Era; the downtown in Edo; the history of Sumo; the history of Tekyo fnetropolis; the
IIbkugawa Shogunate; and structures of the Edo city in early tnodern age, etc.

Makoto Takeuchi
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Acadernic Degrees:

l967 BachelorinAppliedChemistryfromTokyolnstituteefTechnology

1969 Master'sdegreeinNuclearEngineeringfrerriGraduateSchoolofScienceand
Engineering, Tokyo IBstitute of Technology

1973 Doctor'sdegreefromGraduateSchooloiSclenceandEngineering,Tokyolnstituteof
TechRology,
Occupational Career:

1972 AsahiChemicallndustriesLtd.
1974 ResearchAssociate,ResearchLaboratoryforNuclearReactors,Tokyolnstituteof

ss

Technology

1987 AssociateProfessor
1992‑‑ Professor
l979‑‑1983

Staff of Department ef Nuclear Fuel Cycle, International Atomic Energy Agency

1998‑‑‑2004.3 II)irector,ResearchLaboratoryforNuciearReactors,TokyoInstituteofTechnology

Yasuhiko Fujii
Academic Society:
1997'v1998 Board ]vG[ember, Atomic Energy Society ofJapan

1998 ChairmanofPlannlngCommittee,AtomlcEnergySocietyefJapan

Educatlon:
BS and MS ln Nuclear Engineering, Kansas State University
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A Fulbright Fe}low at the Institute for Atomenergi in Kiel}er, Nor'way,

gee

PhD in Nuclear Engineering from MIT in 1967
Professional Career:

eeva

ee
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1968 joinedtheBettisAtomicPowerLaboratory,beingresponsibleforfieetperformance
analysis, reacter methods and programming, reactor safety, environmental
assessment, physical security, safeguards, and nuclear materia}s management.

1981to1991 WestinghouseNuclearEnergySystemsformanagingtrainingaBdsimulatien.
1984to1988 servedasAdjunctProfessorintheNuclearEngineeringDepartmentatPennState
University teachiRg Nuclear Dynarnics and Control, and Special Topics.
Served as members of various cemmissions and associations

CurrentlyaConsultantlnReactorPhysicsatBechtelBettis,}nc. '
1988‑‑ MemberoftheAmericanNuclearSociety(ANS)
2003.6‑‑ PresidentofANS

Larry R. Foulke
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Educatlon:
BA, Graduated from Mkkyo Unlversity, majoring in international law
Occupations:
Director, Consumer Research Institute, Nippon Assn. of Consumer Specialists
Ful}‑time Lecturer, Kawamura Women' University
Publications: (AIHnjapanese>

The Age of Whistleblowing, Kaden‑sha, 2002, (Kobe Award)
llrhe wnite Paper of Commodity Safety, Ytiyu‑sha, 1998, (Kobe Award)

Safk]ty of Living Goods, Chikuma‑shobo, 1988
Clever Child Care ofTwo‑Income Families, Sun Mark Shuppan, 1982, (Translated and Published in

Korea and China)
& Others

ec
Kazuko Miyamoto

Membership: '

Industry Structure Coun￠il, METI
Transportation Policy Councll, Ministry of hand, Infrastructure and Transport
Natural Resources and Energy Investigation Council, METI
Chairman, Citizen's Ceuncil of Japan I.aw Assoclation

& Others
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9r. Masayuki Igashira is an Associate Professor of Research Laboratory for Nuclear Reactors
(RI.NR),Tokyo Institute of Technology (Tolryo Tech.). Re graduated in Applied Physics from Tokyo

Tech. in 1974, and received a M. Eng. Degree in Nuclear Engineering from Tokye Tech. in l976. He
changed from a doctor course student to a research associate at RLNR of Tokyo Tech. in 1978. He
received a Dr. Eng. Degree in Nuclear Engineering ft'om Tokyo Tech. In 1987. He was promoted to
associate professor in 1990.

eeseee

His main research subjects are (1) Nuclear Data related to Nuclear Engineering and Nuclear
Astrophysics and (2) Neutron Capture Mechanlsm. In 2002, he was awarded the Nishina Memorial
Prize, which is the most famous prize in physics in Japan.

He is in charge of the administration of educatien and evaluation in Tokyo Tech. He is the chair of

Japanese Nuclear Data Committee.

Masayuki Igashira

Education:

ee

1985 Ph.D (NuclearEngineering),GraduateSchoolofEngineering,Universityof'ft)kyo
Professional Career:

es

1985 Engineer,Ishikawajirna‑Harima HeavyIndustries (IKI) Co.I)td.
1991 AssociateProfessor,University of'Iiokyo (Nuclear Engineering Research Laboratory)
1999‑‑Present
Professor, University of Tokyo (Nuclear Engineering Research I.aboratory)

me
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1999
2ooe
2000
2001

Mitsuru Uesaka

Visiting Chlef Researcher, Japan Syfichrotron Radiation Research Institute
Visiting Professor of High Energy Accelerator Research Organization

Visiting Researcher ofJapan Atomic Energy Research Institute
Visiting Researcher of National Institute for Radiolegical Science

Specialties:

Quantum Beam Mechanics, Femto‑second Electro‑laser Synchronous Measurement, haser Plasma
Beam Source, Pico‑second Resolution >C‑ray Analysis, Advanced Compact Accelerator for Medical Use

yee
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Date of Birth: Decernber 21, 1936

Education:

1967 KeioUniversity, bachelor of Economics
Career:

Zte"esmaee.. $

es
Toshiro Kitamura

2oe3
2eel
2eoo
1999
1995
1992

Team Leader of Project team for Promoting In‑House Operation & Maintenance (present)
Senior General Manager (present).General Manager of Executive Support Department
Member of the human resources subcommittee ofJapan Atomic Industrial Forum, Inc.
General Manager of Personnel Departinent
Acting General Manager of Tsuruga Othce

Assistant General Manager of Plant Operation Department of Plant Management
Headquarters

1985
1983

Manager of Education and Training Sectien of Personnel Department

1968

EmployedintheJapanAtomicPowerCompany

Manager of Labor Relation Section of Tsuruga Power Station and Tsuruga Construction
Orace

Cv rm l3

Education:
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1966 GraduatedfromKyushuYniversityasBA,

IVza and PhD.
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Professional Career:
Professor, the University of Kyushu after holding the posbion of lecturer at the University of

1987

Nagasaki, at the University of Kyushu, assistant professor at the the University of I<yushu in

successlon
Currently Professor of Applied Quantum Physics and Nuclear Engineering, Graduate School
･,//ee1 ･‑‑ ‑ll

of Engineering, Kyushu University, speclalizing in nuclear system engineerlng and nuclear
safety engineering.

He also serves as a member of comnilttees such as the Committee on Examination of
ReacterSafety,NuclearSafetyCemmissionofJapan.

es
Kazuhiko Kudo

Grad. Tohoku Univ.
Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute (JAEru>

l967
1967
1997
1999
2ee2
2004

DirectorofPlanningOthceofjAERI
DeputyDirectorof'IbkaiResearchEstablishrnentofJAEru
DirectorGeneralofTokaiRe$earchEstablishmentofJAERI
VicePresidentofJAERI

ShuRlchi "ranaka

Date of Birth: Febrtiary 16, l943

Education:

1966 GraduatedinHitotsubashiUniversity (Sociology)

1966
1996
1997
1997

BeganemploymentatJoyoBank
BecamemanagerofHitachinakabranchofJoyoBank
RetiredfromJoyoBank
BecamemayorofTokaiVillage

(Currently serving his second term)

Tat$uya Murakami
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DateofBirth:January22,l958
Education:
Bachelor of Science, Tehoku University
Career:

eqYkofew,geW
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ltaru WataRabe

1980
1982
1984
1986
1988
1990
1992
1994
1996
1998
2001
2003

Enter Science and 'fechnology Agency (SIrA)
North Asla Division, Ministry of In￡ernational Trade and Industry
Internatienal Division, STrA

BeijingOthce,PowerReactorandNuclearFuelDevelopmentCorporation
Deputy Director, Nuclear Fuel Dlvision, STA
Deputy Director, Reactor Regttlatlon Division, SIrA

Deputy Director, Nuclear Safety Division, SIrA
Director,3rdPolicy:OrientedResearchGroup,NationalInstituteofScienceand'IbchnologyPollcy,SrA

Director, Radioactive Waste Management Regulation Division, STA
Deputy Director, Washington Ofuce, Japan Nuclear Cycle Development Instltute
Director, Advanced Reactor and Fuel Regulation Division, Nuclear and Industry Safety
Agency, Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry
Director, Atomic Energy Division, ME>(I'
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Year of Birth: 1942

Educadon:
Graduated from Faculty of Engineering, The University of Tokyo

1967
1969

MasterofEngineering,{:heUniversityofTokyo

Professional Career:

1969N1976 ScientificNewsCorrespondenttoNihonKeizaiShimbun(Nikl<ei)
1976‑‑1982 lndustrialNewsCorrespondenttoNii<kei
1982‑1984 ScientificNewsCorrespondenttoNikkei
1984‑‑1987 SeniorFellow,NikkeilndustoryResearchlnstltute
EditoFin‑chlef of Nll<kei Hitech Report

1987N2002 EdltorialWriter,NihonKeizaiShimbun
2002‑u VisitingProfessor,ResearchCenterforAdvancedS￠ienceandTechnology,'I]heUniversity

Hiroyuki Torii

ef 'fokyo

2002N Professor,ResearchLaboratoryfbrNuclearReactorsTokyolnstituteefTechnology

Year ef Birth: 1966

Educatlon:

1991

Graduated from Keio University with master's degree of mechanical engineerlng

･va･
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Professional Career:

1991 JoinedEquityResearchDepartment,DaiwalRstituteofResearch
Autilitysectoranalystsince1993
k･'lllY..

2000 JoinedEquityResearchDepartment,DeutscheSecuritiesLimited,TekyoBranch.
Currently Director

k9ee･ see''

Others:
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Ranked as #i analyst in the utility sector in the Nikkei Financial Magazine and also in
the lnstitutional Investor Magazine of U.S.

Masanori Maruo
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9ate of Blrth: April 6, 1938

1961
1966

Received Bachelor of Arts frem International Christian University

1966‑2002

Research Associate, Assistant Prefessor, Associate Professor, and Professor of
Nuclear Material Control Research Reactor Institute, KYoto University
Professor of Energy Pelicy Graduate School of Energy Science, Kyoto University

1996‑‑2002

ReceivedPhDfromTolryoInstituteofTechnology

PresentTltles:
Director, japan Energy Policy Institute
Professor Emeritus, Kyoto University

Profossor,MusasbiInstituteofTechnology
Research Advisor, Central Research Institute of Electric Power Industry

Special Advisor, Atomic Energy Commission

ewth
Keiji Kanda

Special Advisor, Nuclear Safety Corr}mission
Internatienal Soeieties:

l996N1999 President,InternationalSecletyforNeutronRadiography
1998‑‑2000 President,TheInternationalSocietyforNeutronCaptureTherapy
Decorations and Awards:
Awards ofAtomic Energy Society efJapan (‑‑,2002 and 2003)
Decoration, Othcier de YOrdre National du Merite, France (l987)
Award,Science and Technology Agency Minister Prize (1999)
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Education

Graduatedfrom"EcoledesArtsetM6tiersr'and"EcoledesP6trolesetMoteurs"

1968

Prefessional Career
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joined 'IECHNIP, an engineering cornpany
joined SI" GOBAIN Group, as Chief Executlve Director of a mechanical company
1984 to 1989 Site Director at La Hague fbr SGN (COGE?VIA Group) surpervlsing the construction
and commlssioning of UP2 and UP3 reprocessing facilities
1968
1979

1989 to 1996

Chairrnan and Chief Exe￠utive of Delattre Levivier, a specialized subsidiary of

IJYONNAISE DES EAUX Group dedicated to maintenance services for industrial
facilitles

joined COGEMA

1997
1998

Senior Director of the Business and Programmes Division, Nuclear Fue}s and
Recycling Branch.

Jean‑jacques Gautrot

2000
2002

Vice President for the Commercial and International Development.

2003

Senior Vice President ef AREVA, in charge of IBternational and Marl<eting

Vice President and Chairman of the Executive Board of EURODIF in charge of the
Enrichment Sector, and also, a member of the Executive Committee of COGErm.

Date of Birth: September 9, 1943

Education:

1968 GraduatedtheFacultyofEconomics, Keio Universlty
Occupational Career:

1968 HiredbyTokyoElectricPewerCompany ([lEPCO)
1975 AssignedtoMinistryoiForeignAffairs,japaneseGovernment
1980 AssigBedtoJapanBusinessFederation (Keidanren)
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1985
1991
l994
1999

Manager,CorporatePlanning,TEPCO
Manager,UrawaSalesOthce,TEPCO
DeputyGeneralManager,CorporatePlanningDept.,TEPCO
GeneralManager,CorporatePlanningDept.,TEPCO

2002 DlrectoroftheboardandDeputyExecutiveGeneralManageroftheNuclearPowerDivision,

Makoto Satake

TEPCO

Year of Birth: 1945

Professional Career:

1968 JoineclTheTo‑oNippoPress
Mer working as a reporter at revlsing, organizatienal, social and cultural divisions, he

cevered the Rokkasho village issues at Noheji Branch Ofice from the beginning of the
nuclear fuel cycle facility construction.

He served as Director ef Organizational Division, Secial Division, and Deputy Director
and Director of Editorial Department.

Currently,ManagingDirectorandEditorinChief
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Takao Shiokoshi
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Date of Birth: February 25, 1950
'Education:

1972
1974
1977
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B.Eng.(NuclearEngineering),TheUniversityof'Ibkyo
M.Eng.(NuclearEngineering),TheUnlversityofTokyo
Doctor of Engineering, [Ihe University of Tokye

Professional Career:

1987‑‑1993 Manager,EnergySystemsSection,EconomicResearchCenter,CRIEPI
1993‑‑1994 ResearchFellow,SocioeconomicResearchCenter,CruEPI
1994‑･ Professor,DepartmentofElectricalEngineering,SchoolofEngineering,TheUniversityofTokyo
1999‑‑ Professor,DepartmentofAdvancedEnergy,SchoolofFrontierSciences,'IheUniversityofTokyo
also served as fo11ows

1981'v1982 VisitingResearcher,EnergyAnalysisandEnvironmentDivision,ElectricPowerResearchlnstimte

(EPru),USA

Kenji Yamaji

1992A‑l995 Director,"IbchnicalProgramCommitreeofWEC[fbkyoCongressOrganizlngCommittee

1998A‑2001 LeadAuthor,IPCClrARWG3Chapter8
1999‑‑ CouncilMember,InternationallnstituteforAppliedSystemsAnalysis(IIASA),Austria
2001‑‑ Chalrman,GreenPowerCertificationCouncil,japan
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Date of Birth:August 3e, 1959
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Education:
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1982 GraduatedfromUniversityofTokyo
(BA, Baslc Sciences)
Occupational Career:

1982 JoinedYornluriShimbun
2003 EditorialStatfWriterofYomiliraShin]bun

Yojiro lkavva

DateofBimh:December14,1949
Edtrcation:

1976

1978
1981

GradttateinMetallurgicalEngineeringfromthelacultyofEngineering,TokyoInstituteof'Ilechnology,Bachelorof
Engineering
Graduate Master course in Nliclear Engineering from the Gradttate schooi of Tokyo Institute of lflachnology,
MasterofEngineering
Graduate Doctor course in Nttclear Engineering from the Graduate school of Tokyo In$titute of Teclmology,
DoctorofEngineerlng

Occttpational Career:
l98I
JoinedtheCentralResearchInstituteofElectricPowerIndustry<CRIEPI)

1985

1990
1995
1997
2oel
2003

Visiting Researcher in the Division of Advancecl Power System, Electrlc Power Research Institute (EPrd)in the
U.S. <unti1 March 1987)
Research feIIow in Economic Research Center, CRIEPI
Visiting Professor <concurrent post), Department of Built Environment, Graduate School of Interdlsciplinary

ScienceandTechnology,TokyoInstituteofTechnology(unti1March,2000)
SeniorResearcherefSocio‑economicResearchCenter,CruEPI
Professor, Institute ofEngineering Meehanics and Sy$tems,the University ofTsukuba (up to present)
VisitingProfessor,theUniversltyofNr

PubHcations:

Yohji Uchiyama

1996 Uchiyama,"Ourenergy:PresentandFuture",Baifukan
2003 Y,Uchiyma,"EnergyEngineeringandSociety",UniversityofNrpublication
and others
Academic Society Memberships:
Japan Ener:gy and Resources Association

JapaneseSocietyofMechanlcaEEngineering

Date of Birth: 24 April 1970

Education:
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1993
2003

B.A. in Literature, Nagoya Universlty

MA. in Communica￡ion, Nagoya University

Work Experlence:
1993A‑1995 Financiallnstitutions

1996‑‑2002 UnitedNationsCentreforRegienalDevelopment
Operations Odicer in PR/Training Section

2002‑ lnternationallnstituteofUniversality,Researcher

Chiaki Aono
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(UNC}el]})

Education:

1971 Graduatedft'omSchoolofCommerce,WasedaUnlversity
Professional Career:

l971A‑1973 Pttblic Relations Orace,Japan Airlines

1989 QualifiedasAdvisorySpecialistforConsumerAffairs<ASCA)accreditedbytheMinisteref
Trade and Industry

1989 PublicRelatioRsDepartment,TheFederationefElectricPowerCompaniesofJapan
(temporaryemployee)
1996'‑1999 PubllcRelationsOrace,N'I'I‑East (temporaryemployee)
Present Posts:

President, ASCA Enei:gy Forum (NPO)

DirectorandGeneralManagerofBranchofEastjapan,NlpponAssociationofConsumerSpecialists
Director, Green Consumer Tekyo‑net (NPO>
Advisory Sta￡f, Public Relations Department, The Federation of Electric Power Cempanies ofJapan

Member of Steering Commlttee, Japan Center for Climate Change
Secretary‑General, "Lifestyle Review Forum 2003"

Committee M[ember:
Technical Committee on Consumption Life Technology ofJapanese Ifidusnial Standards Committee

Etsuko Akiba

ProperInformationDisclosureCommittee,NuclearManagementOrganizationofJapan
Assessment Committee on Sister!Friendship City Atfiliation Projects, japan Industriai ibcation CeRter

Genome Bay Tokyo Council (NPO)

Majored ln Biology.
Professional Career:

1992 Organizedacitizens'research&studygroupalldhasbeenaddressingsocialissues
related to science and technology.

1997to2eOl AvisitingresearcherattheInstituteforPolicySciences

20e2 AvisitingresearcherattheUniversalDesignlntelligence.
Currently, Representative, Citizen's Science Initiatlve (NPO), Dlrector of Japanese
Soclety for Science and Technology Studies (JSSCI'S), a member of the 'TLiving
Science Laboratoryf' in cellaboration with the Socio Engine Associates, I;td., and a
writer and editorial supervisor ef the ecolegy section of the "baby.com'i, a commttnity

web site for supporting chlldblrths and child care.
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Akifumi Ueda
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Publications:
r'Bitter Pills" (translation) Keiso Shobo, 1987

ManyarticlesforjournalssuchasiSciencei
Currently he writes scientific articles and essays for quarterly journals "Hitorikara" aRd "[l]subu

Tsubu" and a menthly journal "Family Care" and others.

DirectoratInstituteforSustainableEnergyPolicies
Chairperson at the Green Energy "law" Netwerk
She started her carrier as an energylenvirenmenta1 activist by jeining Citizens' Nuclear Information
Center in 1992, after some years work experience.
There, she was in charge of energy and Asian nuclear power policies.
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Mika Ohbayashi has written various articles on issues of nuclear energy policles and renewables, has

given numerous presentations at workshops and conferences in 3apan, and has been involved in
several programmes on renewable and energy saving promoting initiatives ln local municipalities in
Japan.
Institute for Sustainable Energy Policies:

http:1/ww.isep.or.jp/lsep‑elindex.html
Green Energy "law" Network: kttp://www.jca.apc.org/‑gen/

Mika Obayashi
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Year of Birth: 1954
Eclucation:

1977 BachelorofSocialScience,FacultyofSocialScience,WasedaUniversity
Professional career:

1977 KugaCo.Ltd.,Osaka
1980 ManagingDirector,KashiwayaCo.Ltd.
1994 RepresentativeDirector,KashiwayaCo.Ltd.
Public occupation:

l992N2003 Administrative Censultant, Ministry ofManagement and Coordination
1994N1995 Board Member, the Rokkasho Committee of Vision of the Promotion of Sightseeing

1998 Chairman,theJudgingComrnitteeofthePrizeofAomoriActivation
1999 BoardMember,theAomoriCommitteeofPrinciplesofVoluntaryActivltySupporting

Hiroaki Ka$hiwaya

2001 BoardMember,theAomoriCenferenceoftheJuvenileFuture
2004 BoardMember,theAomoriCouncilofLifelongLearning
Rol<1<asho‑based active participatien in the Regional Activation programs since 1990

1979
1980

The Kansai Electric Power Co. Inc.

Mihama Nuclear Power Station
The Kansai Electric Power Co. Inc.

1989

Executive Committee Member, Head‑Office Area Branch, The Kansai E}ectric Power
Workers Union

l997

Executive Commlttee Member, Kansai Electric Power Workers Union

2003

Director, Social and lndustrial Policy Dept, The Federation of Electric Power Related

IndustryWerker'sUnionofJapan

Kouji Sakameto
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Date of Birth: October 31, 1956

Education:

Graduated trom Faculty of law, Kele Universlty
Occupational Career:
She has the career of newscaster, started at 'IV Shizuoka and later became a freelance newscaster.
She has been on various TV programs as a newscaster including those of NHK.

Yoshiko Tsuchiya

Education:
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1963

Graduated flrom Department ef Philosophy, Faculty of Llterature, KYoto University,

2001

PhD in Arts from Showa Women's University

majoring in Socielogy
me

Career:

1990

AssistantProfessorofmarketingandadverdsing,TochlgiJttniorCollegeofKokugakuin
Universlty

1992

Professor, Fuculty of Internationai Economics, Reitaku University

Served and seives as a member of/advisor to various ceRtral government's
commissions, local governments and NPOs in the areas of social lives and

envlronments.
.
Continuousactivitiesinthejournalisticarenaintheabovearea.

Terue Ohashi

Journalistforecologymovementandfood,thepresidentofanorganiccertifyingagency,"OCIAjapan".
Born in Tokyo. Graduated from Chiba University (major: German }iterature). Attracted te the
ecological Iifestyle of German people, reported them for some japanese magazines since ten years.
Strengly interested in organic agriculture since the encounter with an organic inspector, now working
as a staff of an organic certhier.
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Yukiko Suzuki
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YearofBirth:1945
Education:

1969 GraduatedfromFacultyofAgriculture,KyotoUniversity
1990 Ph.D.inAgriculture(I<yotoUniversity)
ProfessionalCareer:

1998 Professor,SchoolofHumanitiesforEnvironmentalPolicyandTechnology,HimejiInstltuteof
Technology

2002 Prefessor,GraduateSchoolefHumanitiesforEnvironmentalPolicyandTechnology(MasterCourse),
HimejiInstituteof'Ilechnology

2004 Professor,GraduateSchoelofHumanScienceandEnvironment(DoctorCourse),UnlversltyofHyogo
Odicial Posts:

2e02A‑ Member of Steering Committee, Social and Environmental Committee, Atomic Energy Society oi

Japan

2000A‑ MembereftheExaminationCommltteeofHyogoPrefectureontheEnvironmentalEffectEvaluation
1995'"‑ ManagingDirector,JapanSocietyforCorporateCommunicationStudies
1990'v ManagingDirectorandMemberofSteeringCommittee,JapanSoeietyofSecurityManagement
Others

Yoko Beppu

PHblication:

1990 "SystemAgriculture"(jointwerk,inJapanese)
1994 "NuclearFacilitiesinFarmingandFishingVillages‑Analysisofthesettlementprocessinnuclearfuel
cycle facility sitesr', Dohosha Shuppan

Others
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Reactor Pressure Vessel of 1,350 MWe class A‑BWR.

IHI

lshikQwaiima‑Hariina Heavy lndtistries Co., "d. NuclEAR pLANT sALEs DEpr
Shln Ohteraachl Bldg, 2‑l,Ohtemachi 2‑chome, Chiyodv‑kv Tekye,IOO‑81B2 Japan Tel. 03{3244}5301

Ad‑1

MtTSUBISHe
ELEerRIC
Ckanges for she gettey

Energy Solutions
for the 21st Century
ln tewn, at home, in the office ...

Mitsubishi EIectric supports the energy supply by putting
environmentally friendiy ideas into practice.
Energy is an essential part of our da;ly tives, and we at M;tsubishi Electric are working to

provide 21st ceRtury solutions that meet the increasing diverse and complex energy
requiremeRts of our customers.
‑B.Oy,sL,e2e,Gi.o,pYe/n.g.?:,e,an,ef%ssuEr,ce,sh,gfpe,n.2f.g,y,th.a,tdhbe,]p.,p,r.,g,vie.n,t,gi;o.b,a.i.w,grming･wearecontributing

‑gS'liLNt?2/g,M'gti.si,s.eba/sc:,fo,:ggy"?,a,te.r,g,c,o,no.m.y,6's,}efia,dig/:tg/yt.osoiutionsthatmaximizecostperformance

‑xF{ettwa!,Ig!1/nxAgploi,i/g/O,ag7/!oyu. i]!TSteCe liP"e9ctP, 9,fYtrmation techRoiogy to make advanced energy

MITSUBISHIELECTRICCORPORAT̀IONPOWERSYSTEMSMARKETINGDIVISION:2‑2‑3MARUNOUCHICH]YODAKUTOKYOlOO‑831O.JAFVXN

Ad‑2

TOTAL CASK ENGINEERING
WE CAN PROVIDE EVERYTHING ON CASK TECHNOLOGY

D RESE,̀IRCH&DEVPELOPMENT
[] DESIGN&ANLalLYSIS

O FmaklennON& 7ESTrvG
[] OREIRATLION&ML,tifNTENANCE

OCL CORPORATION

TOKYO NEWNISHISHINBASHIBUILDiNG,2‑11‑6

HEADOFFICE' NISHISHINBASHI,MINATO‑KU,TOKYOI05‑OO03
TEL:+81‑3‑3502‑Ol26 FAX:+81‑3‑3502‑Ol29

OSAKA NAKANOSHIMA{NTES,6‑2‑40

BRANCHOFFICE NAKANOSHIMA,KITA‑KU,OSAKA530‑OO05
TEL:+81‑6‑6225‑951O FAX:+81‑6‑6225‑9540

ROKKASYO 4‑74,OAZAOBUCHIOKIZUKE,ROKKASYOMURA,

BRANCHOFFICE KAMIKITA‑GUN,AOMORI039‑3212
"rEL:+81‑175‑71‑l093 FAX:+81‑175‑71‑1071
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"Atorns in japan" is compiled and published rnonthly in English by JAIF as the only regular such publication

furnishing important nuclear news from both industry and the government together with other econornic and
industrial inforrnation. The journal also presents reviews on nuclear news from other countries, as seen from
japan. It is distributed to members only.

2003 Edition of "Atoms in Japan"is now available in the forrn of CD‑ROM. For p[acing an order, please contact
the following;

suas Japan Atomic industnal Forum, lnc
Department of Information & Research
2‑i 3, Shiba‑daimon 1‑chome, Minato‑ku, Tokyo, Japan

Te181‑3‑5777‑0754 Fax81‑3‑5777‑0758

Ad‑3

7A/F
http:llwww.jaif.or.jpl

.rapan AtOmic h7dusthbl Farum ina
Dai‑ichi Chojiya Building, 1‑2‑1 3,

Shiba‑daimon, Minato‑ku, Tokyo 105‑8605, JAPAN

Dept. of General Affairs

Tel: +8G‑3‑5777‑0750

Fax: +81‑3‑5777‑0760

Dept. of Policy MakiRg & General Planning

Tel: +81 ‑‑3‑5777‑075i

Fax: +81‑3‑5777‑0760

Dept. of Project Planning & PromotioR

Tel: +81‑3‑5777‑0752

Fax: +81‑3‑5777‑0760

Asia CooperatioR Center

Tel: +81‑3‑5777‑0753

Fax: +81‑3‑5777‑0757

Dept. of Information & Research

Tel: +81‑3‑5777‑0754

Fax: +8t･‑3‑5777‑07'58

Atomlc ]Rdustrial Journal

Tel: +81‑3‑5777‑0755

Fax: +81‑3‑5777‑0758

JAIF Library

Tel: +81 ‑‑3‑5777‑e756

Fax: +81‑3‑5777‑0759

Ad‑4
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Every one of Toshiba's engineers ls enthusiastic about creating an environment where
individua1s can 1ive meaningfu Yives in comfort and abundance, We have directed concerteci
efforts to the developmeRt of nuc[ear power as a stable energy source for the 23st century.
The basic principle of Toshiba's Nuclear Energy Systems & Services Oivision is respect for

humanity. This inspires us to devote ourselves to oeaseiess technical advances that
contribute to the realization of a better environment and the development of society.

TOSHMBA
TOSHIreA eORPORATION

Industrial and Power Systems & Services Company
Nuclear Energy Systems & Services Dlvision
1‑1,Shibaura 1‑Chome,Minato‑Ku,Tokyo 105‑8001,Japan

http:11www3keshiba.cojplpowerlindex.htm

SHOULD WE (ONT"NUE TO MINE?
･‑//.,･1/･ ･ .‑ ‑
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Allenergyresoucesarelmited.
]f continue mining at this pace, they will be exhausted before long.
Remaining deposits of oil and natural gas are about 5e or 60 years,
uranium is about 70 years, and coal, which is relative[y abundant, is about 2eO years.
But uraniu m, as a fuel for nuclear power plants, can be recycled to 96% of its original amount

When we reuse uraniu m, it becomes more efficient in producing power.

UptonowwehaveusedaIargequantityoffossilfuelattheexpenseofourenvironment
Forthe development and posterity of our nation and the earth,
it is time to switch to more efficient, clean and long lasting nuclear energy.

ENERGY CREATED BY TECHNOLOGY
MITSUBISHI PWR NUCLEAR POWER PLANT
e
pa,e$,
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Nuclear Energy Systems Headquarters:
l6‑5, Konan 2‑chome, Minato‑ku, fokyo 108‑8215, Japan Phone: 81‑3‑6716‑31ll

Japan Atomic IRdustrial Forum

Facsimile: 81‑3‑6716‑5858

l‑2‑13 Shiba‑daimon, Minato‑ku, Tokyo 105‑8605, Japan

TEL:81‑3‑5777‑0751

